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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 1

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
) i

'

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ) Doc ~ket No. 50-440-OLA-3
: ILLUMINATING COMPANY )

)
(Perry Nuclear Power Plant, ) (Material Withdrawal Schedule)

Unit 1) )
1
)

AFFIDAVIT
1

Barry J. Elliot (BJE), Jack R. Strosnider (JRS) and Christopher I. Grimes (CIG), being

first duly sworn, do dispose and state as follows:

1(a). (BJE) I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as a Senior

Materials Engineer in the Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering,

Of6ce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A statement of my professional qualifications is attached

hereto.
!

1(b). (JRS) I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as Chief of the

Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation. A statement of my professional qualifications is attached hereto.

1(c). (CIG) I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as Chief of

the Technical Specifications Branch, Division of Operating Reactor Support, Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation. A statement of my professional qualifications is attached hereto.

2. (BJE, JRS, CIG) The purpose of this affidavit is (a) to explain the reasons for NRC

Staff's determination that a licensee's nuclear reactor vessel material specimen capsule
|
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withdrawal schedule may be removed from the licensee's technical specifications (TS), as
f

oreviously provided in Generic Letter (GL) 91-01, entitled " Removal of the Schedule for the

Withdrawal of Reactor Vessel Material Specimens from Technical Specifications," dated

^

January 4,1991, (b) to describe the Staff's practice in reviewing requests for approval of

changes to a licensee's withdrawal schedule pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix H, and |
,

(c) to respond to the questions raised by the Licensing Board in its Order of December 27,1993.

3. (BJE, JRS) The Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch, Division of'

Engineering, is responsible for approving withdrawal schedules submitted for review ini

.

accordance with 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix H, entitled " Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance
;

; Program Requirements." As part of our duties, we reviewed and approved the relocation of the
i

| withdrawal schedule from the Perry Nuclear Power Plant's TS, to be inserted in the plant's
.

Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR), as had been requested by the licensee in its license

amendment application dated March 15, 1991.

4. (BJE, JRS) Appendix H to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 provides a means for obtaining test

data that can be used in monitoring the effects of neutron irradiation and the thermal environment
|

on reactor vessel beltline materials. The Introduction to Appendix H states, in part:

The purpose of the materials surveillance program required
by this appendix is to monitor changes in the fracture toughness

; properties of ferritic materials in the reactor vessel beltline region
of light water nuclear power reactors resulting from exposure of

: these materials to neutron irradiation and the thermal environment. |

Under the program, fracture toughness test data are obtained from |

material specimens exposed in surveillance capsules, which are
withdrawn periodically from the reactor vessel. These data will be
used as described in Sections IV and V of Appendix G to this part. i

The importance of the material specimen surveillance program is discussed below. |

l

1
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5. (BJE, JRS) Paragraph II.B. of Appendix H provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

B. Reactor vessels that do not meet the conditions of
paragraph II.A. of this Appendix must have their beltline materials
monitored by this appendix.

<

l. That part of the surveillance program
conducted prior to the first capsule withdrawal must
meet the requirements of the edition of ASTM
E 185 that is current on the issue date of the
ASME Code to which the reactor vessel was
purchased. Later editions of ASTM E 185 may be
used, but including only those editions through
1982. For each capsule withdrawal after July 26,
1983, the test procedures and reporting
requirements must meet the requirements ofi

ASTM E 185-82 to the extent practical for thed

configuration of the specimens in the capsule. For
each capsule withdrawal prior to July 26,1983
either the 1973, the 1979, or the 1982 edition of
ASTM E 185 may be used.

f . . .

3. A proposed withdrawal schedule must
be submitted with a technical justification as

,

specified in 6 50.4. The proposed schedule must be
approved prior to implementation.8

Compliance with Appendix H is required by 10 C.F.R. Q 50.60(a), although alternatives to those
:

|
requirements may be proposed by a licensee pursuant to 10 C.F.R. ff 50.60(b) and 50.12.

6. (BJE, JRS) While Appendix H (6 II.B.I.) is clear that a licensee's initial specimen4

,

withdrawal program must comply with the applicable edition of ASTM E 185, it does not

; explicitly address the requirements for changes to a previously approved withdrawal schedule,
i

' The Introduction to Appendix H notes that " ASTM E 185-73, -79 and -82, ' Standard
Practice for Conducting Surveillance Tests for Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor
Vessels,' which are referenced in the following paragraphs, have been approved for
incorporation by reference by the Director of the Federal Register."

,
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and is ambiguous as to how such changes are to be reviewed and approved. In this regard, the

regulatory history of Appendix H provides clarification. Previous iterations of Appendix H,
:

| prior to 1983, set forth specific withdrawal schedules which were required to be followed by

NRC licensees. However, in 1983, the Commission issued an amendment to Appendix H

(48 Fed. Reg. 24008), in which it deleted the withdrawal schedules, but retained the references |

i
,

'

to ASTM E 185 and the requirement that withdrawal schedules must be approved by the Staff
1

prior to implementation. As indicated in explanatory documents (including the supplementary |
|

information for the proposed rule, the value/ impact statement, the regulatory analysis, and

iresponses to comments), prepared in conjunction with the changes to Appendix H, ASTM

E 185-79 (the 1979 edition of the standard) contained sufficient detail for the preparation of

withdrawal schedules to permit the deletion of withdrawal schedules from Appendix H.

Accordingly, proposed withdrawal schedules or changes which were in conformance with

ASTM E 185-79 (or ASTM E 185-82, which contains identical withdrawal schedule criteria)

would satisfy the requirements of Appendix H. Subsequent to _ the rule change, the Staff

reviewed proposed schedules and modifications to determine if they were consistent whh the

| withdrawal schedules set forth in ASTM E 185 or were otherwise acceptable. This review was i

normally conducted as part of a license amendment proceeding, since matters located in a I

licensee's TS (such as the withdrawal schedules) could only be changed by license amendment

as set forth in 10 C.F.R. { 50.59(c). |
|

7.(CIG) Without focusing upon any particular TS requirements, the Commission has l

long expressed concern over the volume of TS requirements for nuclear power reactors. For

example, in March 1982, the Commission issued a proposed rule change which would have |
|

!

|

|

1
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| reduced the volume of technical specifications in operating licenses, indicating that such a change
1

|
would constitute an improvement in the safety of nuclear plants through more efficient use of

licensee and NRC resources, and would help to focus licensee attention on matters of more

immediate importance to safe operation of their facilities (47 Fed. Reg.13369). While adoption

of the proposed rule change was later deferred, the Commission has continued to recognize the

desirability of reducing the volume of technical specifications, as indicated in an interim policy
,

statement issued in February 1987 (52 Fed. Reg. 3788) and a final policy statement issued in

| July 1993 (58 Fed. Reg. 39132).

8.(CIG) In accordance with the Commission's interim policy statement of February

1987, among the actions taken by the Staff was the development of a program to improve the

technical specifications for nuclear power reactors on a line-item basis. Several potential

line-item TS improvements were identified by the Staff and reviewed by the NRC's Committee

to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR), and were then made available for voluntary

implementation through the issuance of generic letters.

9. (BJE, JRS, CIG) In late 1990, as part of the line-item TS improvement program,

the Staff determined that material specimen capsule withdrawal schedules need not be retained

in a facility's TSs, consistent with the criteria in the Commission's interim policy statement.

The Staff determined that inclusion of the withdrawal schedules in the TS (a) was not

!
specifically required by 10 C.F.R. 6 50.36 or other regulations, (b) was not required to avert

an immediate threat to the public health and safety, and (c) was not necessary since Appendix H

provides an adequate means of controlling proposed changes to withdrawal schedules.
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10. (BJE, JRS, CIG) In this regard, the Staff determined that while 10 C.F.R.

s 50.36(c) requires that the TS " include" items in five listed categories, including " surveillance

requirements," it nowhere specifies the particular surveillance requirements to be included in a

plant's TS, nor does it require the inclusion of the capsule withdrawal schedules in the TS.

In addition, the Staff determined that as long as the schedules are available for reference in the

USAR by licensees and other persons, inclusion of the withdrawal schedules in the TS is not

required. Further, as noted above, the Staff determined that Appendix H already provides

sufficient regulatory controls to ensure the appropriateness of a capsule withdrawal schedule.

11. (BJE, JRS, CIG) The " surveillance requirements" to be included in a facility's TS,

under 10 C.F.R. Q 50.36(c), are " requirements relating to test, calibration, or inspection to

assure that the necessary quality of systems and components is maintained, that facility operation

will be within the safety limits, and that the limiting conditions of operation will be met." The

Staff concluded that 10 C.F.R. Q 50.36 does not require inclusion of the withdrawal schedule

in the 13 because that schedule is not "necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal

situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and safety." (See " Final
|
'

Policy Statement on Technical Specifications Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors,"

.

Section IV,58 Fed. Reg. 39132,39136 (1993)). Instead, the TS include limiting conditions for
l

operation and surveillance requirements for the reactor coolant system pressure and temperature

(P-T) limits; these are "necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal situation or event

! giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and safety." Maintaining the reactor
!

coolant system within the P-T limits, along with compliance with other requirements of the

i
, . - . _. . _._ -_ __....._ __ ___._ __ _ . - _ . _ _ _
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regulations, will " assure . . . the necessary quality of systems and components" is maintained

and that facility will be operated "within the safety limits."

12. (BJE, JRS, CIG) Accordingly, on January 4,1991, the Staffissued Generic Letter

(GL) 91-01, entitled " Removal of the Schedule for the Withdrawal of Reactor Vessel Material

Specimens from Technical Specifications." Therein, the Staff indicated that 6 II.B.3. of

Appendix H requires NRC approval of a voposed withdrawal schedule prior to implementation,

that " placement of this schedule in the TS duplicates the controls on changes to this schedule that

have been established by Appendix H," that "this duplication is unnecessary," and that " removal

of this TS schedule as a line-item improvement is consistent with the Commission [ Interim]

Policy Statement on TS Improvements." In addition, the Staff indicated as follows:

|
' The current STS bases provide extensive background information

on the use of the data obtained from material specimens. This
background information clearly define the purpose and relation-
ship of this information to the requirements included in the
regulations and the American Scciety of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Code. Therefore, the removal of the schedule for
specimen withdrawal from the TS will not result in any loss of

i clarity related to regulatory requirements of Appendix H to
10 CFR Part 50.

i

(GL 91-01, Enclosure at 1). The Staffindicated it would approve the removal of withdrawal

schedules from the TS, subject to a requirement that licensees doing so cornmit to include the
,

1

: schedules in the next revision of their Updated Safety Analysis Reports (USARs), so as to make

a copy of the schedule readily available for licensees, NRC personnel and others.
|

| 13. (BJE, JRS) On March 15, 1991, the Licensee for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant

!
requested that the withdrawal schedule be removed from the Perry TS and relocated to the ,

i

!

|

|

|
,

|

.
|
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plant's USAR. At that time, the Perry TS, 6 4.4.6.1.3., had described this surveillance as
,

follows:

The reactor vessel material surveillance specimens shall be
removed and examined, to determine changes in reactor pressure
vessel material properties as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix H
in accordance with the schedule in Table 4.4.6.1.3-1. The results

| of these examinations shall be used to update the curves of
Figure 3.4.6.1-1. (Emphasis added.)

On December 18,1992, in response to the Licensee's license amendment application, the Staff

modified this surveillance by removing the phrase "in accordance with the schedule in Table

4.4.6.1.3-1" (italicized above) and the referenced Table, noting that the amendment was

consistent with GL 91-01; the other provisions of the TS remain unchanged.

14. (BJE, JRS) The removal of a licensee's withdrawal schedule from its TS, in

accordance with GL 91-01, does not relieve the licensee from the requirements of 10 C.F.R.

Part 50, Appendix H. As indicated above, Appendix H was amended in 1983 by removing the

withdrawal schedules from the regulation; however, ASTM E 185 was incorporated by reference

in Appendix H, and the Commission indicated its intent that licensee withdrawal schedules are

! to be consistent with the schedule criteria contained in ASTM E 185-79 or -82. After a licensee

i
! has removed its withdrawal schedule from its TS, it may proceed to make changes to its schedule
|

|
which are consistent with ASTM E 185-79 or-82, without prior NRC approval, and report those

changes in a manner consistent with 10 C.F.R. 6 50.59; however, if a licensee proposes

schedule changes that are not consistent with ASTM E 185-79 or -82, the changes would likely

be deemed to involve an unreviewed safety question under the current regulatory framework and

would require prior NRC approval by a license amendment as provided by 10 C.F.R.

F 50.59(c).

1
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15. (BJE, JRS, CIG) The Staff has undertaken to review the wording of GL 91-01, and

recognizes that it does not provide a clear understanding of these matters. The Staff is

developing a clarification of the statements contained in that document, consistent with the

statements presented here, and will also consider whether rulemaking is necessary to make
i

explicit in Appendix H the circumstances under which the changes to a previously approved

withdrawal schedule can be made.

16. The following information is provided in response to the questions raised by the

Licensing Board in its Order of December 27,1993:

Ouestion a. What is the relationship, if any, of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.36 to the
petitioners' contention?

!

Response: (BJE, JRS, CIG) There is no apparent relationship. As stated above, the I

withdrawal schedule is not required to be set forth in the TS surveillance requirements in order

to satisfy the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.36.

Question b. Under Part 50, Appendix H, II.B.l., are there any changes |
'

in the reactor vessel material surveillance program with-
drawal schedule that would nni be reflected in a change in
the limiting conditions of operation of the Perry facility?

Response: (BJE, JRS) Yes. The specimen withdrawal schedule is part of a licensee's

program for monitoring the radiation embrittlement of the reactor vessel. Specimen materials

are tested after being withdrawn from the reactor vessel, and the results obtained in those tests

are used to confirm the amount of embrittlement previously assumed in the pressure-temperature

(P-T) limit curves for the reactor vessel. The P-T limits are among the limiting conditions for

.



;
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operation (LCOs) for the reactor vessel; P-T limit curves define the acceptable range of reactor

vessel temperatures and pressures for different operating conditions. For example, the P-T limit

curves contained in the Perry TS apply to the following operating conditions: (a) system hydro

or leak testing limit with fuel in the vessel, (b) the non-nuclear heatup/cooldown and physics test

limit, and (c) the nuclear (core critical) limit.

The material properties used by a licensee in its P-T calculations are those properties
|

which are conservatively assumed to exist in the future upon exposure of the vessel to neutron

irradiation and the thermal environment, expressed in a specified number of effective full pcwer

years (EFPY) of plant operation. Changes to the P-T limits need to be made upon the receipt

j of information which indicates that the reactor vessel's material properties assumed by the

licensee in its prior determination of the reactor's P-T limit curves are less conservative than is

appropriate. Thus, Appendix H, 6 III.C. (" Report of Test Results"), contemplates that specimen

test results may necessitate a change in the TS for "the pressure-temperature limits or in the

operating procedures repaired to meet the limits."

Changes to the specimen withdrawal schedule may be made for a variety of reasons, such

as to be consistent with revisions to the ASTM standard, or in response to the detection of a

significant change in a specimen's material properties. Changes to the LCO could result based

upon test data obtained in the monitoring program, but such changes would not result merely

because the withdrawal schedule has been changed. Where tests on surveillance materials

indicate that the assumed material properties for the P-T limits remain applicable, changes to the

withdrawal schedule would not require a change in P-T limits.

|
|

_ - _ -__.
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) Ouestion c. If, as posited in Generic Letter 91-01 (Jan. 4,1991), the

i removal of the reactor vessel material surveillance program

! withdrawal schedule from a facility's technical specifi-
cations will not result in any loss of clarity related to the

] requirements of Part 50, Appendix H, how is the removal
j of this duplicative matter from a facility's technical
i specifications violative of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.367 ;

9

Resoonse: (BJE, JRS, CIG) As stated above, removal of the specimen withdrawal

5

| schedule from a facility's TS does not violate any provision of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.36.
'

i 17. (BJE, JRS, CIG) The foregoing statements are true and correct to the best of our
1

) knowledge, information and belief,

i
4

j hAAV)/ h-
: Barryll.(EIlliot
f

3
'

I

p Aafgu 4*
'

Jack R. Strosnider

| ;

;

h!\ h04'

) Christop12r I. GrimeT ' |
4

i
i Subscribed and sworn to before me

'

i- this 7th day of March,1994 ;

k|' :e U kfWknt2d
Notary Public |

My commission expires: 42//[f/
#

i

!

i

I

]
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I BARRY J. ELLIOT
!'
l MATERIALS AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING BRANCH
I DIVISION OF ENGINEERING
l OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
i U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
: :

i t

,i STATEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL OUALIFICATIONE
4

1

3

; I am currently employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
as a Senior Materials Engineer in the Materials and Chemical'

Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear4

Reactor Regulation. I am responsible for the review and the
j evaluation of safety analysis reports which.are related to the
j materials engineering aspects of components in nuclear power
j plant systems. I also provide technical assistance to the Office ,

; of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and Nuclear Regulatory Research on
4 related reactor safety matters.
1

i I have been employed at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission since
] March 1980. I served as a Materials Engineer in the Office of
i Nuclear Reactor Regulation from 1980 to 1988, and was promoted to

|
Senior Materials Engineer in February 1988,

| I graduated from Rensselaer Polytechnical Institute in 1968 with
' a Bachelor of Science degree in Materials Engineering. I later

received a Masters of Science degree in Business Administration
.i
'

| from Fairleigh Dickinson University in 1971.
4

I was employed by Curtiss Wright Corporation from 1968 to 1980. ;

! From 1968'to 1971, I worked in the Materials Development
'

Laboratory of the company's Aeronautical Division, where I.

| performed failure analyses on reciprocating and gas-turbine
i engines and developed test apparatus to evaluate mater?.al

,

reliability. From 1971 to 1980, I worked in the company's
] Nuclear Division, where I was responsible.for developing and
i implementing non-destructive examination test procedures and

,

: fusion weld procedures to be used in the fabrication and .

|

! inspection of U.S. Department of the Navy nuclear pressure
vessels.;

l
.

4

'

i, 1

i
i

4

!

4
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j JACK R. STROSNIDER, JR.

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
MATERIALS AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING BRANCH

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

STATEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL OUALIFICATIONS

EXPERIENCE:
i

SEPT 1991 CHIEF
i to MATERIALS AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING BRANCH

| PRESENT U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In this position I am responsible for managing the technical and ,

administrative activities related to materials and chemical |

engineering aspects of reactor safety. This includes the technical
and safety review of applications for license amendments -for
operating reactors. I supervise twenty-two engineers. Specific
technical areas for which I am responsible include reactor pressure
vessel integrity, steam generator tube integrity, and inservice
inspection programs.

|

AUG 1990 ADMINISTRATOR
to NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION

JULY 1992 OECD NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY;

!

In this position I organized and administered in* rnational
programs directed at maintaining and improving the safety of
commercial nuclear power facilities. I was responsible for
international programs on reactor component integrity;
nondestructive testing of reactor components; conduct of regulatory
safety inspections; and a project to assess the margin-to-failure

,

| of the reactor pressure vessel during the TMI-2 accident. The
; programs consisted of international research projects, workshops-

and seminars, and exchange of information. This position required
extensive interaction with senior representatives and technical
experts from the participating countries.

OCT 1986 CHIEF, MATERIALS AND PROCESSES SECTION
to U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

JU?Y 1990 REGION I

| In this position I planned and implemented the Region I program for !

inspecting licensee materials, structural and mechanical i

engineering programs. I supervised six engineers who performed ,

audits of licensee piping, vessel, and steam generator inspections |

\
\

:!
,

!

,
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and structural, plant modification, welding, and other engineering
:
i activities. I was responsible for the NRC Mobile Nondestructive

Testing Laboratory Program. This included supervising three
qualified technicians who performed nondestructive examinations'

including radiography, ultrasonic, magnetic particle, dye penetrant-

and visual examinations in accordance with applicable codes and
standards.

|

)
SEPT 1984 CHIEF, REACTOR PROJECTS SECTION |

to U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION !

i
OCT 1986 REGION I

; My responsibility in this position was to plan and coordinate the
NRC inspection program at three nuclear power plants. This !

included assessing the results of inspections performed in all ;

areas related to plant construction and operation, e.g. operations,
,

maintenance, surveillance and testing, health physics, emergency'

planning, and allegations. I was responsible for monitoring day- !

to-day activities at two operating sites and the completion of i
,

construction and pre-operational testing at a third site. I

supervised eight engineering inspectors, including six stationed at j

the nuclear plant sites, and I coordinated activities with other i-

Regional Divisions and Headquarters. The position involved'

performing frequent systems and plant transient evaluations and
; assessing licensee performance (SALP).

i

i

2 SEPT 1980 STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
to U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

,

SEPT 1984 OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH

In this position I was responsible for planning, implementing and
monitoring research programs related to materials, fracture and
structural integrity of reactor components. I managed over $4
million per year in research contracts. Programs I managed
included development of experimental data and analytic techniques
for fracture and leak-before-break analyses of piping systems,
development of data for assessing the susceptibility of piping to
stress corrosion cracking and development of probabilistic fracture'

mechanics methods for pressure vessels and piping. I wrote the
VISA (Vessel Integrity Simulation Analysis) computer code and
performed extensive mechanistic and probabilistic analyses of
reactor vessels subject to pressure and thermal transients. While
in this position I helped to develop the regulatory screening
criteria for pressurized thermal shock, and I was a member of the
pipe crack study group that recommended the regulatory positicns on
pipe cracking and postulated pipe breaks.

.

,me e
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|
|

| APRIL 1976 APPLIED MECHANICS ENGINEER AND TASK MANAGER
to U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION '

SEPT 1980 OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
'

My primary responsibilities in this position were reviewing and
evaluating safety issues related to mechanical, materials and
structural aspects of operating commercial reactors and preparing
safety evaluation reports to support licensing activities. I j

performed engineering reviews of issues related to steam |

Igenerators, piping, pressure vessels, Mark I containments, spent
fuel pool expansions and other plant modifications. During the i

period 1978 to 1980, I was Task Manager for the NRC Ceneric Safety
'

Issue on steam generator tube integrity. I was responsible for ;

planning, organizing and implementing the Task Action Plan to
resolve steam generator tube degradation safety issues. During |

'

this period there were eight engineers assigned to the program. I

was responsible for coordinating, monitoring and evaluating their
work. I was also a member of the task group for tha. resolution of
the unresolved safety issue on reactor vessel low upper shelf i

fracture toughness.
,

)
)

l EDUCATION: 1

I
i

i

Bachelors Degree in University of Missouri 1974
in Engineering Mechanics at Rolla

i

|
.

Masters Degree in University of Missouri 1976
in Engineering Mechanics at Rolla

Graduate Certificate in American University 1979
Technology & Administration Washington, D.C.

! Masters Degree in University of Maryland 1982
Business Administration College Park, Maryland

:

Required NRC Supervisory Training and Numerous NRC Technical
Training Courses.

!
!
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

.

Christopher Ivan Grimes
Chief, Technical Specifications Braro
Division of Operating Reactor SuppFt
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

!

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science degree in Nuclear Engineering, Oregon State University,
1971. Post-graduate studies in Nuclear Engineering at Catholic University,

|Washington, D.C.
|

EXPERIENCE

April 1991 to Prmenl, Chief of the Technical Specifications Branch with the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Responsible for supervising the development
and maintainance of standard technical specifications, based on new regulatory ,

'

requirements, new technical considerations, operating experience, and the
Commission's policy statement on technical specification improvements. .Also
responsible for establishing policies and programs for the development of
implementation guidance for technical specifications, development of
interpretations of technical specification requirements, development of
technical specifications for license applications or major license upgrades,
and assistance in the screening of license amendment applications for generic :

applicability.

June 1990 to April 1991, Director of Project Directorate IV-2 with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Responsible for directing the licensing activities
related to four of the nuclear power plants located in the NRC's Region IV.
These responsibilit!es consisted of managing the overall safety and
environmental assessment for the assigned plants, monitoring daily operations,
coordinating technical reviews and licensing actions, and assisting Region IV
in the routine and special inspection activities.

March 1987 to June 1990, Director of the Comanche Peak Project Division with
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Responsible for directing all of the
licensing activities, including the technical review and inspection efforts,
related to the operating license application for the Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station. Also responsible for directing allegation follow-up,
coordinating the staff's techn N.al review with the General Counsel's legal
activities and the Atomic Safet/ and Licensing Board's hearing activities, and
implementation of the recommendations approved by the Commission in NUREG-1257
concerning the investigation of Region IV management of Comanche Peak
inspection activities.

|>
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November 1985 to March 1987_, Director of the Integrated Safety Assessment
Program with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Responsible for policy !*

idevelopment, supervision, and implementation of the follow-on to the
Systematic Evaluation Progra n of the safety of operating pcwer reactors.
Directed a pilot project to manage the licensing activities for two operating
nuclear power plants using probabilistic analyses to rank the importance of )

plant modifications and implementation schedules.

Auaust 1984 to November UL81, Chief of the Systematic Evaluation Program )

Branch with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Responsible for policy
development, supervision, and coordination of the NRC's efforts associated
with the safety review for the systematic evaluation of operating nuclear
power reactors.

April 1982 to Auaust 1984, Section Leader, Systematic Evaluation Program'

Branch, with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Responsible for the direct
supervision of integrated assessments conducted under the Systematic
Evaluation Program review of several older nuclear power plant designs,
compared to current regulatory requirements. Responsible for the development
and coordination of relatad staff technical positions and backfitting
recommendations. Appointed as Acting Branch Chief in September 1983.

September 1980 to Acril 1982, Senior Project Manager with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Responsible for directing the staff's technical and3

environmental reviews of the license applications for the Clinton Nuclear'

Power Station and the Combustion Engineering Standard Safety A.'alysis Report
(CESSAR) Final Design Application. Also responsible for updating the

: Commission's standardization policies and developing new licensing procedures;
for example, the development and implementation of the Standard Review Plan
rule,10 CFR 50.34(g).

1

March 1975 to September 1980, Engineering Systems Analyst with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Responsible for the evaluation of nuclear power plant
operating experience and proposed changes in plant design and operation,
associated with plant support systems. Assigned as task leader for the'

evaluation and analysis of suppression pool hydrodynamic loads which were not :

considered in the original design of the Generai Electric Mark I containment, ;

responsible for the coordination of related techr.ical reviews and research i

activities. |i

November 1973 to March 1975, Reactor Engineer with the Atomic Energy
Commission. Responsible for the conduct of technical reviews of the
containment systems for proposed nuclear power plant designs, proposed changes
to the design and operation of licensed nuclear power plants, and the
evaluation of plant operating experience.

February 1972 ic yovember 1973, Manufacturing Engineer with Nuclear
Engineering and Components, Inc. of Santa Clara, California, and Creative
Industries of Campbell, California. Responsible for the muwfacturing,
testing, and quality control certification of valves and monitoring
instruments for nuclear power, computer, and aerospace applications.
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1

Doangantecrt E 13 - 82"* 12 't he dcug2 of a surtcallante psogerm lor ct the reactor prmusc scuct unaJe surface as
'

a 88ve 2 reactor vcuct must consadce the er satang the pcait fluence loiztaan.
*

body of dats on similar matenals sa addsamn 4.10 acusion flucase-the atme integrited
to the spectfac maicnals used fur that reactar acutron llum dessaty, capreued in nettrons per*

vessel. The amount of such data and the umi- square metssor neutrons per square centuactre.

3*n81d e8Posuee condatens and matenal char-
tIl ansr.mflux denuty--a mcame of the

Stonderd Practice for actensucs will determans thew apphcabdaty for intenusy of acutron radiation within a given

CONDUCTING SURVEILLANCE TESTS FOR LIGHT-WATER predicians the radiaima encess. As a large range of neutson energics, the product of the***'"'*d '" ***'**"*'#*"'"'''d*'***'""'*****'**"'*'' **"'"" d'""'I **d **'""I'.d or neutrons perP
COOLED NUCLEAR POWER REACTOR VESSELS, E 706 may be posable to reduce the survedlance ef- trons per square mefire-secor

fo,t fo, scicceed reacion by mteg,simg the,, squa,e cent,,ne,second
(IF), 412 neuers,n reusrum ~the datnbution of

ausveti ance Pm8'ams.
N n* = ==.d .*iu me r-a aew E iss. she w. .ca ce suaan .aw .an %.n u.c n., , neutrons by caergy levels impangmg on a sur.s

ens.ds% es. *ced.e .neye. dame a sn w ,,en. ,,,, m jy' face, whsch can be calculated bawd on analyua
aa swenman riem sa w ns as i twar . is, i.e .,,a*== = mi4=*=t- A "'#''"8"*"" of muhspie acuiron doumeter measurcracnts.*

a pena-sww o n . Ewa<iE.aiv m.sTakeL a cs ptia,T W ~ -
-

4.3 3g,,,,g ,,jn,nte semper.uure -the ref- on the muumpiaon of a fisuon spccarum. or
cecacc tempes.we adju.acd for irraJastmo ef- from a calculanoe of the acutron energy datra-"8ena-The n.an a :.a .m, swravat

busson.fects by adding to it a ar C.e te nusu.c. scan-
L% 2.2 Amerisms Seascry of Malum 4 al Erv 4 l) ad-.h.cadny grensaswa semperasure-

peratuse shaft Isrc 44
nects S44ad.ud Boiler and Preuuse Vcuct Code' 42 h mes.af (parens masemsr efabri- (T,an)-the maximum s:mperaturc at which a1.8 This practace covers psocedures for mon. a

isonag the ra+aien-induced changes in the cated plate matenal cr fur 5:ng matenal oihn standard drop weight specimen breaks =lvsSections ill anJ Xis
ehe a weldment or its caricaponding beat- tesse.t in accordance with Method E 208.snerbant properties of ferntac materials in 3. Sisai8icance ar.d Dae

the beltune of186 t-wster <=ied nuclear power 11 Predactm of neutron radaation effects sticced-zone triQ 4.14 refe.we semperatwc (RT m)--Seeh -*- %23:4 of the ASME Boder andreactor vencla. nas practice includes guide- 4.1 belsi.n -the irradiatcal regaon of tne .
on P'c55*are vessel stects are conudered in the actor venet bhcli nwenal encludmg wcld regsans Pressure Veuct Code. Sccison III " Nuclearhace for dcasgaang a minimum survedlance pro. design of hght-water cooled nuclear power rc.

gram, selecing malenals, and evatuatang test actors. Changes in system opesating parames and plates or forgmgs) than 4:vectly surrounds the Power Plant Components."

*** "*de thmughout the servsce hie of the #.edive height of the active core, vul adjacent 4.11 sranssima semperasure shsp (ART,artn ersesulta.
~

1.2 Thas practice was developed for all hght- reactor vessel to account for rathation effects regsons in.. .-* redacted to capenence susikicas adjussmens ofirference semperasure-lhe ddfer-

water cooled nuclear power reactor vessels for Because of the vanabdsty in the behavior of neutron damage to w.". i e:m-teratmn in the we m the 484 (30 fi-lbf) indes temperaturcs

which the pahi maaimum neutron fluence reactw vence stects, a swvedlance program La selection of survedlance mate.i3s. i :*:- -erage Charpy curves measured be-

(E > I Mev) as the end of tim design hfetime warranted to snondmhanges in the properties 4.4 M-enddlife; the deusn h'etum in (we and aner "n.42aima.
4.16 eramusea regwa-the region on the==~ta I x 10" n/m* (I x 10" n/cm') at the of actual venel maicrials caused by long-term terms of years: cacctive full pones years;or ac- has.wison temperature curve in which sou& .inside surface o(the reactor vesset tron fluence.esposure so the neutron radiaison and tempeg. 4.5 mdes semfyrusterr--il.a te. pc..:are ness mcrea=c wasadly with nung temperatuts.

2. Ammile=w Dacamesse ature environment of the given reactor scuel. carcsporadmg to a predetermined emi of a4 la term. .J f:ere ar% ence, is is character-
2.5 MNStandards: This practace describes the ennena that should so bcd energy, istcrat capan non, or frauere ucd by a raped change from a prun dy cleav-
A370 ktethods and Defmations for Mccisani. be considesed in planning and implementing appearance obtamed from the aves age (best fa) age (crystathnc) (sature mode to pnmanly

cal Testing of $3cel Products' survesitarxe test piograms and points out pre- shca. (fibrous) finuure mode.
E 8 Methods of Tension Testing of Metalhc cautmas that should be taken to ensuse that:

CharPy tranutson curve.
4 6 fra nua serragsh -an a tenute test, the 417 Cn. rpysiassasma curee-a graphic paca-

Matenals' (f) capsule esposurcs can tic re!=ted to behline load *: (sauuse divaled by the uusial cross- ensanon of Charpy data, including absorbed
E 24 Recosamended Practacc for Eleused esposuris. U) matenals selecaco for the sur. energy. lascial capanaon, and fractuec appear-nes.uonal arca of the icst specimen.

Traperature Tennon Teus of Metalhe *cillante orogram ase samples of those maie- catendmg over a sang includmg the
Matenals' nals most Skcly to hmat the operation of the 4.7 fraciure ssicss - an a tenute acu. the lo;.d anu,

as fracture davated by the crouws.onal asca lower shc6 raergy (< 5 % sheas), tranutma
E 23 Methods far Noached liar impact Testmg resaor vcsul. and O) the ec>is yield results

of Metallac M4:enals' useful for abe evaluation of radiataun cficus on of the sess spetunca mi time of Isaausc. res:on, and the ug.p-r shcif caergy (> M %
4 8 Acas affused Joac fila 4 planc mate- shcarl

Test to Deterraine Nil-Ducidity Tranution -
sial os losgmn maanal estendmg ouimard 418 syrer shelf carrgy ir.cl-- .he averageE 208 Method for Conducting Drop-Wagha the reactur scuct.

** "*""**8 d d *5 N"'*aw from. but ims inniudmg. ihe =cid euuon zone encigy value for all Charpy spumicas (not-.

Temperature of Ferniac Seccis' 4 au N'". arm i.s.us. .".a"w"'***m 8a *hni' the ma'o***u'ause of the base encial mally thsect whose less tempesatuse la abovs.

E482 Guide for Applica: son of Neutron r-w .n is i, e. nas sw.,s s w s,.

has been ahcred by the heat of the wcidmg al.c upper cad of the tranutmn region. For
Ios:uns, u ra as:sas-ait smaper w w

Trampst Methuds for Reactor Vcuct agmusc% usted in sets of three as cach its:r

f,,NC "a g,y u,,; y,,,, ,,
psmcu

4 9 leaJf.u sur the satio of the neuuon Hus temperature, the set hnmg the lughess averageSorvciliance'
's- d ad 4 as su as-4. va e s n may be segarded a. definin5 the upper shcl(E 560 Recentspended Practice for liserapolas-

** * * a a 2 0 denuey as ilic laaia.si of the spesiniens m a
6ag Reactor Vessel Survennance Dus. metr # Pa*.**a.d "r"s='"ns"4 rus" ,"w 4 t r surmitanoc winute to the neuuon nun denusy encegy.= has

Rcsuhs* n m e am si. n r,s, sv wua.

ng
350

.. . .
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- agicusa cic psco.uco to czausat man;mst n mucs os acai apcumens aos csui unso.assun
'

() E 105 p8el*""*- **P'""'8 *** ('2P'"le) *Mit be es fohwt
s 2 Sycames Onensasma and Locums- stese=a n=rs ta== nam

S. Tess Maserlaim from act:uosulups of flucoce t.nd chcmacci 1casion t;nd Cicspy specunens repscacanng me .ma az a

the base Lacaz.I cud the weld heruticcted-sone y [
****

'"" P " "'"- -

'C'8 slait be removed from about the quarter-thick- la is sac 4 ha a pcater quanuty of the
5.3 y,,creals Sclersma:

14 W8 aol So=P *as A '"'a'*""l
5.1.1 Survedlame test matenals shall be pre-

Pm8 asn e"au conust 64 the snaunal scicantmen (% T) locations. Matenal from the amant above spccamens be mctuded in the iss.diationpared frons samples taken from the actual ma- in 3.1, taken fun alie followmg laatmas. m - -'em ptsess eduiB pep ba uand for test cap"les whenever Pable-""-

senals saaed to fabocatmg the beltime of the base metal from one plate os fosgang used ic. ,,,3. spey, ,,,,,,p,,,,,,,,, ,,ga ,,,,,,

sanctor vessel. These surveillance test matenals 1 Inastiattaa Resguirementsthe beltime,4) welJ rnetal made with the sarne may be removed at alllocations throughout theshall include oss laat d the base metal, one heat d wel.1 wire and la d num and by th* thickness with the raception oflocauons wahin 7.5 Escapsidassa of Spenecas-Spccamens
buu weld, and oec wcld heat-affected-wne

6*" * **1dia8 P'*C**c8 a that used for the 123 inra (h in.) of the soot or surfaces of the should be. maintained in an sacrt environment(HAZ). The base sectal, weW metal, and flAZ selected behhne weld, and (3) the heabaticcted- melds. The tension and Charpy spcm.== from within a cort -rcustant capsule to prevent
(Nese 1) saatenals included in the program '""''''i with the base metal noted base metal shall be onenacd so that the mapt detenotataca of the surface of the @w3888shall be ihme psedicted to be anost hmaang.

above- aana of the specimen is parallel to the surface dunn5 radiation esposure. Care should be ca-
with *6ard to actasag pressure-temprature U d"* #8''"8#'-4'P'c5ca'*Hv' Leu and amassal to the pnncipal solitag ducction crcued an the design of the capsule to ensure
lamats, for operanon of the reactor to compen- s.tock to fill st icasi two nddiuonal capsules wath fos planza, or normal to the maior working that the temperature hutory of the spccamensamie for radiation effects dunng its lifetune
(Nota 2). The behlane masenals shall be eval.

test speamcas of the ime metal. wcld, and duectaon for forgmas na hambed an Secteos duphcates, as closely as posuble, the tempera-
heat-affected-zone matenals used ta the pro- lit of the ASME Code. Tbc amis of the notch tuse czpencaced by the scactor vessel Surved-

.

uated ce the basas of naanal arterence tarnpe,.
ature (RTnin). the predacted changes in the gram shall be retatacJ with full documentation of the Charpy specimen for base metal and lance capsules should be sulliciently nged to

and identificatma 14 is recommended that this wcld metal shall be orwated perpendicular to prevent mcchemcal dama6e to the spccamens
initial propestica ss a 'unct6on of chemical com.

test stock be in the form of full-thschness acc- the surfam of the matenal, for the llAZ spers- and monitors dunng irradiauon. The design of
positson (for cassapac, copper (Cu) and phos. smas of the maginal saatenals (plates, forgings,s mens, the amia of the notch shall be as clone to the capsule and capwle attachments shall also
phorus (P)) (Note 3), and the acution fluence

and weld 5L
.

perpendacular to the surtace as possible ao long pcimit anscrtion of replaccment capsules into
destag reactor operstaon. 5.6 Fabracaraos Hsrsory-The fabm ation as the estpre length of the notch as located the reauor vessel if acquued as a later time in

j hatwy (singenattzang. quencn and tempenn8- withan the ll AZ. The scu>mmended uncatation the hictime of the vessel. The deusa of the

to one of the base anetals acioned for the surveatbacs and post-weld heat tacatenent) d the test sna- of the wcld metal and ll AZ sgasmcas as showc capsule holder and the mean of attachmenti AZ be e ska sen

senals shall be fully representative of the fah- m I;ig 1. Weld metal scacion specunens may shall (1) preclude structural material degrada-g,
' Nors 2-The data used for the selecause of sur- rication history of the matenals in the belisine be anented in the same ducctioa as the Charpy uon by the attachment welds, U) avoid inscr-
vedlaam assi saasenals shall be that octatard is of the react.)r vessci and shall be recordcd. specimcas psovided that the gage Icogth con- fcsence wath anscrvice inspecison required by
accusdance noth ASM:i Code Secteos lit aquus- .17 CAcnucal Analysa Acquaremrass-The saas enusely of wcld metal. The weldment shall ASME Code Sc(uon XI, and U) enwre the

chemical analysas seqwed by the approprate bc ctched to defme the weld hest-allected.wec. ictegnty of the capsult holder dunng the ses-
tu 3 -Osher res.Jual/atloy eneamenu sah as

Na, Se, Ma, Me, ca. C, s, and v may contnbuis to product spenficatmas for the survedlance test The notch roots in the liAZ Charpy specimens vue tafe of the scactor vesscl.

overas radiaison behavour of Icsntec matenals. matenals (base metal and as-deposited wcid shall be at a standard dastance of approximatcly 7.2 brasma of Capsulcr.
meta a ec amis allinclude phos- 0.5 mm (N in ) from the wcld fuuon Imc. The 7.2.1 Vruct WallCapsu!cs (Rcquared)-Sur-

5.1.2 The base metal and the weld with the P mnis A Mur @, cqper W vana&um onentation d ahe H AZ samples with respca to vemau capsules shah be twated within theI
baghest adjustal seferem;c temperature at ced. , an nac c as wcu as all oihcr *H ym8 the maps wonkmg ducction of the parent ma- reactor vessel so that the spcamen irradiation
of-tafe shall be selected for the surveinance ** 'C5Hlu*I *Ita*C# 8 C3**0n *** * tenal shall be recorded. history duplicates as closely as possible, within
program. If the Charpy upper shelf energy of in 3"*-*H y 5'*cl Pmducts. The praluct anal- 63 gi.anmses of srcramcar the physacal constsamts of the system, neutron
say of the beltime matenals is predicted to Yua s au bc **n D *a*ly3"58 * ""5"a""" 611 Umrra.Aased Sascime Specamens-h u spectrum temperature hutory and mamunum
drop to a marginal level (cunently conudered ** (*58 'PCC'**" ' * * I"" scannmended that 15 Charpy spcumens be neuuon fluence esperiemed by IIn reactor vcs-
to be 68 J (50 Ibibf) at the quaner this kness P"*"I'd "I *h''h * "'namum of 15 Specimens sel. h is scuanmended that the survcallance* * * * * * * *
(% T) location)during the operatmg hfeiune of shan be teucJ o establah a full tranusson capsule lead facton (the sano of the anstanta-"Cl*
the vesact, provisaocs shall be made to also
include that matenal in the survcsilance pro- & Test Specimens ** " sxs iuse curve los cash matenal (base neous neuuon fium denusy at the speumen

**''I ** * * M '"* ' * U I h* * * * ' * "'''"* 8 k'*""" * "U "''""* * ** ''*d "*""""

gram, preferably in the form of fracture tough- 6 i Type ofSperamcas- Chaspy V-swich im- harpy spctimens should be scscsved to pso- flua densay at the msale surlatt of the scactor:

| ness specimena. These addibonal specimens pact specimens correspondmg to the 1ype A vale suppkniental ilana in instanus sua as vessel wout be m the range d (me m stue his
| saay be substituted in part for spenmens of the speamen desciabed in Meibods A 370 and E 23 **"'*'*d''**'*"*'^'I***''h'"'*"'"*'''8 ' *"E* "3 I'*d I*""'' * *h "'namu c the caku-

e atenalleast iskely to be lamating. shall be used. T he gage scuuin of inadiated
'3"""*"* *'" h*I"""d*d * *"*"h* '"* I'"""'I""*"'*"** * **"*P#' ""8 ' * "' '

5.l.3 The adpued sclerence temperature of and uninadiated tenuon speumens shall be of "*"* '* '*""'"N*"* * ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' " * * * *# # * ' # ** "I' * 'E*"**" #,

the matenals in the scador venet beliline shall the same sue and shape. Tcnsson spcomens of "" ** ***'' ' * " ' " " ' * * * ' " " " " ' ' " " " * * * I

be determined by addang the appropssate val- the type saze, and shapc dcanbcd an Meth*xis '" "# "#"' ' # " " " ' " * * '*P*E'****'""'"''"''*" I E*"I
anca of transsuon temperature shift to the scier- A 370 and l' 5 are scsommended Addsinonal
cace temperature of the unuradiated material. fracture toughness seu specimens shall be em-
The trannaion temperature shift and Charpy played to supplement she inh smation (som ihc 3D
espper shcif encagy dsop can be detesmmed Charpy V-nokh speumens if the susvcittan c

.
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l with the hsghest lead factor is withdttwa fatu_ and an enumed fasuon spectrum. .

| hsly withdttwil will premst venfacetion of the -

'*

O e ins adesuec> <na conservciana ofihe reactor ves- esunment of Mechased %erties
sci paenusc/tempesuure operztausui heats.

changes thsoughout the hic of the reactor vcs- indicate utfortseca crpsule temperstur:s. g gg g pg 9 g 7,,y,,, yg,,3,

9,l.1 Afrshal-Tension testmg shall be con- #

act. 7.5.2 Loreswa of TemPerasure Momaars' tes as Quacd by the lead factor so the es.
ducico in acmedance with Methods E 5 and Rec-7.2.2 Jeceleresed IrraJaasaos Capsides (Op- One set of temperature monaars shall be to. posure of the sewad to lau capute does not 'anmended Practice E 21. |sdomm0-Addstional test specimens may be po- cated wuhan the capsule where the specamen escced the peak end-of-life (EOL) Hucace on

antooned at s-=== camer to the cosc than temperature is pecdacted to be the masamum. the innde surface d the vcuct, and so the 9.l.2 Tru Tempersawc I i .

thoes desatbad in 7.2.1 for acccictated irrad6a- Additional sets of tcanperature momtors anay esg.awne of the find capute does not esaco 9.l.2.1 Umarradwed-The test temperatures y !

{|sion. he placed as other locatacas within the capsulc twice the EOL vessel inuJe surface peak flu. for cach matenal shall include room tempera- .j
,

The decuson on h to test specimcas sure, servsce tcmpcensuse, and one intermediate7.3 Neursos Desiasevers: to charactesue the tempesature profile. e

7.3.1 Sein-se ofNeutros Dasamerers-Neu-
7.6 Number of Swvcellance Capsults dad from the imal capulc accJ act be made unut temperatuze to defane the urcagth versus tem-

, .

stoa dosuncters for ehe surveillance capsules shall WaAdrenalschedaJr; the scsuks from the precedang capules are P*'aiure sciationship. y '

be sciected assenting to Guide E 482. The aroup 1.6.8 Nesm6er of C9sules-- A suffacacat 9.112 triaJeased-One spccamen from cach
'%,

of-a-a-s adected sh;JI be rapahle of gwowiding number of surveillance capsules shall be ps* 7.6.3 Implemensasum of Tabic l- material shad be scucJ at a tempcrature in the

fast acueroa Aucan, fast neutron spccarum, and vided to saosator the effects of acutros stradia- 7 6.3.1 Euamate the peak vesact inside sur- vocaany of the upper end of the Charpy energy

thermal acusson A.ss densasy information. Do- tion on the reactor vcuct thsor;hout its oper. face Ducace at EOL and the correspa tang tranutsoa sc,jon. I'hc acmaaning specamens -{
'

from each matenal sha!! be tested at the service i
esanewss shall be included in every capsule. ating lifetime. The beats for the number of transition tempersture shin. His identifies the

7.3.2 Lacasms of Ncurron Duumescrs-Do. capsules to be installed at be6 nning of hfe as number of capules required. tempesature and the multsanution tempera-i
faneciers shall be located wit.%in the vcsari wall the psedacted traantma temperature shaft, as 7.6.3.2 Estimate the Icad factor for each sur. ture.

9.l.3 Measwrmenss-For both unarradiated (capsules 0 2.1) and the accelerated ap=* shown an Table 1. The decrease in the upper vedlance capule relative to the peak beklaae
and irradiated matenals, determine yield '4p.2.2)if used. abelf caergy may also be a faaos (see 5.1,5.2-

7.3.3 Separate desmeter capsules should aho and $.3). Adduional capsuics may be accded gluence|3 Calculate the number of El PY for strength, tenale stresgth, fracture load, fracture7A3
be used to monitor radiation conditions lade-

to snonatos the cHect of a major uwe change or the capule to scach the peak vesact EOl flu- 88tn8th, fractuentress, total and uniform clos- t i

pcodent of the specimen ng=nta ifit is espected a==iang of the vessel, or to proyule supple- r gatam, and reductaon of aret
that the withdrawal schedule will otherwisc scualt nicatal toughness data for cvalusta ig a new as w aw 9.2 CW Trur ',

in assurassas of the dosameter activaies. the belthac. It as recomuncaded that full-thack- ggg 7 9,2. MM-Chrn seus MI be m h
ducacd in accordance with Methods E 23 and ] ,7A CarredersonMinuiors(Opssonal): ness acctions of amatenal be kept inuced of 74.3.4 Schedule the capule wahdrawals at

7A. S,decuos of Correlation Mumror Mase- loaded capsulcs, because the prefened type and the neascal vessel scruchas date.
A 370.

rid-CMh momsors' have beca found to size of test spccamen may change in the anter- 9.2.2 Tru Temprasurc: ) i

I8, Measuremie.se of Itadtatium Empesure Cee- 9.2 2.1 Umaradwed-Tesa temperatures for
be useful as an independent check an the mea- vensag years. The archive matenal required is

emb"* cach matenal shall be selectal to estabhsh a Y
sessamens of irr=tman onditions for the sur-

5.5 is to be used for the additional capsules.c

wassace amatenah. Carchtion monitor mate-
7A2 WasWraual Schedule-The capsuse a 3 y,,,p,,abre fanroament -The maAi- full tranutaan temperature curve. One speci. I

rials dmad be well characterued in terms of withdrawal schedule should perma mmitorin8 murn esposure tempcratuse of abe suncillance men pcs test temper ature may be used to defiac I

to capule matenals shall be descamined. If a da- the overall shape of the curve. AJJition si tests Mirradissaos behavior Hamastion temperature of long-time effects which are difficult
aluftA G4 anagnitude of the transitaon tempera- achieve in test reactors. Table I hsts the rec- crepaacy (> 14*C or 25*F) ocwrs betwcca the ahound be pesformed an the rega m where the
tuse shall for his material should be sneasurcable ommended number of capsulca and the with- ob crved and the capected capsule caposure sacasurements descnbcd in 9 2.3 arc made,

drawat schedule for three ranges of predicted temperatures, an analyus of the operating coa- 9.2.2.2 firadiased-Spccunens fu cach sna- "

for the sciect d caposuses.

(ftsanution tempcsature shin. The withdrawal dationis shall be weducted to detemunc st.c tenal will be tesetJ at temperatures sciccted to
7,3 Tew,pratarcMassus
7,$.1 S,ksuus of Tcnycrasure Monators- schedulc is in terms of cficctive full-power ycars magnitude and duration of thcsc d4Herencca. 6dme the full encigy transition curse. Partac-

Major daNesences hetweca stecamca irradaa- (EFPY) of the .cuct with a design hfe of 32 5 2 Neusr4m Irradsassurs Ennroamrat ulas emphaus should be placed on defining itse ih
0

LFPY. Other factoes that must be conadered 8.2.1 t he ccetr% slum denuty, neunam en- 41.J (30 a.lbf),68-3 (50-n lbf). and O s9-mm
tion tesaperature and desage tesaperature, oc-i

an estahlashing the withdrawai xhedule are pre- cray spectrum, and neutron fluence of the sur- (15-mal) lateral capanuon andes temperatures
stanag as a result of capsule denga fcatunu, sented in Tabic l. The first capsule is wheduled vedlance specmwns and the cassesemdmg maa- and the uppes shcif encagy. :n

vanataos is reactoc coolant icmperature, or I
.I both, can aNect the essent of sediasson induad for withdsawal carly in the vessci hic to venfy amum values los the scactor vcuct shall te deter- 9.2.3 Measuremrass-For cach test speci. *

property changes in the survctilance matenait the tantial pscoactaons of the suavedlance mm. mmed in mundance woh the guadelmcs m Guale men, measure the unpact encegy,latesal enpaa-

Snace h b not practacal to instrument the sur- scinal response to the actual radiation environ' E 482 and kccimmwnded Praisce 1. See non, and pencas shcar (racture appearmace. 4

ment. It is removed when the piedacted shin N 2.2 lhe spcutic mcthod of descemanaison From she umre adiated anJ assadasted Isanutam
weeMance capsulca, low saching posas elements
or cosactic alloys are used instead as monators cacceds the espected scatter by suffiocat saar- shall bc daumented. tempesmiuse turves dciermine the 4l-J (34fb h-

to detect angnificant variations m caposuse tem- gin to be measurcabic. Normally, the capsul * B 23 Neutron stua denuty and Hacmc vol. Ibih 68.J (50 It.lbf), and 0 89 mm (35-md)
nes fli > o I and 1 McVI shall be doceenmed later.I cupennon mden sempcsatuses and the k

peratura. Thcas saamioss ase used m surveal-
lance programs to provide cvulence of the mas-

and sctuadcJ uung boah a calculated spectrum uppes shelf energy. The andca tempcassuscs
gr7, , , , , , , , , , , .

ismana esposuse temperature of the spcumens. , , ,,, ,,w,,,a e,,, asv u %._ taa 3, .w
J
q h' > .The monesor amatenals should be selected to asin t e e. w savis M5

.
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C E 185
and the upper shelf caergy shall be determined change ia the upper shelf energy (USE) frora

i1.3.21 octtion tad onentruon of the test (1) Charpy 4l-J (10-ft.lbf). 68-J ($0-ft.,,

measurImcas made befose and tiier stradia- .peumena in the pescan m stant. IbO, and M4 sam (35-mdl lat:szt espananoa
Inom abe cvesage cusves. I1.3.3 Tess Specsawa Dessg* andes teaperiture of uninadiated mascual and

C.2.3.1 Olaman froan the material quahfica- taon unng average value czrves.
tion test repat the annial scference temperature 10.2.4 (opsenalf-Determine the radiasaoa 11.3.3.1 Descripason of the test specimens of cach set of inadssted spccamens, along wati

(OTasnj as dcrined in the ASMiiCode, Section induced change in temperatuse conespondtag
(acrasson, Charpy, and as.y other aypes of spec- the concsponding temperature mcscases for

III.Saibartacle NB 2300 for uninadaased mate-
to 50% of the upper shcif energy befose and imens usedl, neutron doumescrs, and temper- these specimens;

afice arradaatsoa from average value curves. sture amnaiors. (2) Upper shelf energy (USE) absorbed be.

0.3 flardarss Tcus (Optumall Itardness 10.3 Supplemensal Tess lana (Opsemalf-If
13.3.3.2 Certalkat on of calibration of all fore and af er isradaauon,suls.

teus may be performed on unenadsated and it- addamonal. .upplemental seus are performed equipment and anstruments used na conducung U) Iniual reference temperature; and

radaated Charpy specamcas. The measurements (9 41, the desa shall be secorded to supplernest the tent M Adjusted sclescau tempesatusc.

shall be takca in ascas away from the fracture the saformataon from the tenule and Charpy
II.4 Tess Resadu: H A3 #8'd"'88 78888 (O a*aalfP
11.4.1 Tenswa Tesst 11.4.3 i Trade name and model of the acu-aime or the cdgss of the specimens. The tests tests.

shall be conducted in acordance with Methods
104 Researwn of Test Specsaicar-It is rec- II 4.1.1 Tsade name and model of the teu-

an6 snachine.
.

ommended that all broken test specunens be ing machme, gnpping devicew catennometcr. 11.4.3.2 liardacu data.A 370.
C.4 Sappiennensal Tests (Opswaul) If sup-

setained until scicased by the ownce m the and recording devices ud in the scu.
event that addasonal analyses are required to al 41.2 Speed of scuing and method of II A4 Other fracture 7'oughncu Teur

ducted (in addition to tests conducted on ten- captain asumalous results- measunng the contruthng testsag speed. II.4.4.1 If addukmal tests are pcefamed.hplencatal fractuse toughness tests are con-
waP cic urcu4 tram curve (if a seu data shall be reponed together wah theiH

aion and Charpy specimens an dcacnbed ia 6.1) 11* R"t gsoup of spaimens cabbts umdar press-urais procedures used for conductanB the teua and
the acas proudures shall be documcated. iI.I The followag informatmo shall be pro- curvcw a typical curve may be reported for the analyus of the data.,

9.3 Cahbrarans of Etwpmcast-f"rocedures
vided. Tbs report shall connu of the following E'OuP)- 1M5Ty mw W N m N -

shall be cmpoyed assunna that tools, gases, re. clements. Where applicabic, both SI undts and 4 8.4.l.41 cst data (som cado apccamen as y,,,,,,,,cas Measurconenss-
cordang instruments, and other measunng and conventaonal units shall be reported. gog;o.
testing devices are cahbeated and properly ad. II.2 Surredlance Program Descrspruus-De- (1) Test tempesature; cuimate of maximum capsule esposure tem-

justed perimintly to maintain accuracy witMn scDPtion of the reactor vessci including th*(2) Yackt urogth or yield puant and methoJ p,,,g,,,,
accessary hmats.' Whenever posuble calsbration of mcasurement* Il'4~5.2 Neutron dos 1 meter measusements,
shall be conducted with nandards traceable to followmg:11.2.1 1.ucahon of the survedlance capsules O) Tenute urcegth, analyus techniques, and calculated sesuka en-
the National Bureau of Standards. Catsbrasnoa wah respect to the reactor vesse( reactor veneg(t) Fractuse load, fractuse uscagth, and ciuding the followin5:
status shall be suasntamed in accords traceabic to asaetaals, and the reactor me. fracture stscu; (1) Neuuon Pun dcasuy, neutros energy

** P ates a m Unafosat cloasates and method of mes- spectrum, and neutron flucace in terms of acu-the equipmcat. ltea m "uci

le. tw _ 'h elIsradiatless LHuta forgmgs and the wcldt susement u m Pc5squar**ncuean acuum Pc8 kluarc

10.8 Tenea Ten Da'r 18.2.3 1.ocateusgs)of the peak venet fluena. 9) ToA.I clongaten.' ""'**"* "" ' * * "

80.I.I Determine the amount of radiation 18.2.4 tend factors between the speumca (7) Reduction of ases; snJ 5Pecunens usag WaWaWccram
saicagthening by comparing unestradaated test re- nocace and the peak vessel fluence at the i D. (s) Speumen idenuncataon. * ***" '" " ' # *"'""""

suits wah strathated test resulia at the tempera- and the % T locatmas ll.4 2 Charpy Tesss- " " ** *" ""

tunes spec Ged in 9.4.2. 11.2.5 Surwcallamc Marcna/Sclerswer il 4 2.1 'Ieade name and model of the test- PwmMuhg cahwasm e
10. 4.2 1 he 6canic strength data can be ven6cd Il.2.5.8 Descriptma of all belthne matenals mg machmc availabic hammer energy capacay ' " ' ' ' "'P*"**""* **'

using the resuhs from the hardness test (optio tal) includmg chemical analyus, fabocation history. and sinkis.g vclocay, temperatuse condanoning ' N " #'

described in 9.3- Giarpy data, tensde dats drop-weaght data asui and measurmg devices, and a dentsiptiosi of the II.51 Eauapolatmn of the neutron Qua and
proceduse used un the inspcuson and cal. bra- Quenu sesults to the susfaa and % T locatacan10.2 Charpy Ten Daw innsal Rba.

30.2.1 Determine the radiation induud i1.2.51 tkscnbe the baus for selection of taon of the seu.ng n.achanc. d 'h* ''" tor vemaci at the peak Hucau ha-
tramaataca temperatuse sbns by measurmg the survestlance mcLenals.

Il 4 2.2 Tea data Isom each spccamen as
taon .

ddTercacs in the 41-J (30 fl.lbfh 68-J (50-ft* 11.3 Survedlance Ma..ww/ Charancrszasma futiows: i1.5 2 Companum of flucnce determined
(fj Icmpermause of sens, from the Joumetry analyus wals ongmal pec-Ibf), and 0.89-mm US-rad) lateral capanuon nese:

indca tesapesatuses bcfore and aRet inadaation. Il.31 Descriptioa of de survedlance maae- (1) I nergy aborbcd by the specamen in dated values.
The anden tempesatuscs shall be obtatacd from nal ime.ludeng fabacation bastory, matenalbe*km&, reponcJ in joules (and foot-pound. il 5 3 haarapotaimn of fratture toughness

source (heat or lot), and any o# creates be- force),
psopesucs to ibc surfacc and %T locations ofthe average curves tween the survedlan(c matenal Nstory end thaa ( o g-ratture appeasance; the scauos vessel at the peak 11uence location.10.2.2 Determine the adjusted reference

tesaperature by addmg the skit corresponding of the reactor vcuct matenal buury-
Hs I a< era: capanu.m. and

II 6 Downs -Ibiations or anomahen inin Secomen ident.6caimn.
to the 41-J (30-fl.lbf) mdes dctcamined m !I 4 23 'ica data los cash matenal 4. fol- panedusc Isom ihn psaune shall be ader.ta6cd
10 2.1 to the inaial reference temperature eb- g ,.ge and dennbcd fully an the scpurt., _ ,,,,,,

s** luws.
,,, u .,. ,wa,e .,a,.,umen.u swa

maranat. es. wa.ca -a. m um. aun tmum sai,tained ta 9 2.3.1,
10 2.3 Determine the sadiataca induced
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| RULEMAKING ISSUE
(Affirmation) l

F_or: The Commissioners

From: William J. Dircks, Executive Director for Operations ,

| |

; Subject: 10 CFR PART 50--GENERAL REVISION OF APPENDICES G AND H, !
! FRACTURE TOUGHNESS AND REACTOR VESSEL MATERIAL SURVEILLANCE '

'

| REQUIREMENTS
! |
| Purpose: Obtain Commission approval of a notice of final rulemaking. :

Issue: Modification of NRC regulations involving the requirements
for fracture toughness of the reactor coolant prt sure
boundary, including surveillance of neutron radiation ,

embrittlement of the reactor vessel beltline materials.

| Discussion: Appendix G, " Fracture Toughness Requirements", and
Appendix H, " Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program
Requirements," have undergone only limited revision in over
nine years of use. In this general revision, the require-
ments of Appendices G and H have been updated to be more
consistent with current to:hnology and pertinent National
Standards. Some of the amendments are intended to clarify

j the applicability of these requirements to older plants;
j that is, those built to ASME Codes earlier than the Summer

1972 Addenda to the 1971 Edition, which often requires con-t

sideration of proposed alternatives to specific require-
ments. The amendments specify when acceptance of a proposed

i alternative must take the form of an exemption granted by
| the Commission and when acceptance may be granted by the

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation as being equivalent
to the NRC requirements. Two of the amendments modify
requirements that have proved to be unduly conservative. A

number of other amendments shorton and simplify these regu-
lations by replacing technical detail with references to
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and to ASTM E 185,
" Standard Practice for Surveillance Tests for Light Water
Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor Vessels."

The notice of proposed rulemaking on this issue was pub-
,lished.for public comment in th'e FEDERAL REGISTER on

Contact: P. N.'Randall
443-5903

|
. . , _ _ , _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _. ., _
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The Commissioners 2
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1

November 14,.1980. Thirteen replies were received.from
|

utilities and vendors concerned with the application of
' specific requirements. An analysis of the comments received

and the staff. response is given in Enclosure 4, and a sum-
mary is given in the Supplementary Information section of
Enclosure 1.

Recommendation: That the Commission:
!

1. Approve publication of the amendments to ?ppendices G
and H to.10 CFR Part 50 (Enclosure 1) as a final rule.

2. Note the staff conclusions set forth in Enclosure 3,
which provides the analysis called for by the Periodic
and Systematic Review established by Task IV.G.2. of

. the TMI Action Plan.
i .

3. Certify that this rule will not have a significant
economic impact on a substantial number of small
entities, in order to satisfy requirements of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 605(b).

4. Note:

a. 'That the amendments to 10 CFR Part 50 will be ,

published in the Federal Register, and will become
effective 60 days after publication.

I

b. No environmental impact statement, negative
| declaration,'or environmental impact appraisal
i need be prepared in connection with the amend-

ments because the action taken by the amendments
will not significantly affect the quality of the i

human environment.

c. The reporting and recordkeeping requirements
contained in this regulation have been. approved by
the Office of Management and Budget, OMB approval
No. 3150-0011.

d. Tre Office of Public Affairs concurs that a public
announcement is not needed.

e. The NRC staff will inform the Subcommittee on
Er.ergy and the Environment of the House Committee
on Interior and Insular Af fairs, the Subcomraittee
on Energy and Pcwer of the House Committee on i

Interstate and Foreign Commerce, the Subcommittee i

on Environment, Energy and Natural Resources of
l

l

|
. -_ - - - - , .. .- . - . . - . . - . . - - _ - . _ . .
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.

the House Committee on Government Operations, and
the Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation of the
Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works
of this a.ction by letter such as Enclosure 5.

f. The Federal Register notice of rulemaking will be
distributed by ADM to power reactor licensees /
permit holders, applicants for a construction
permit for a power reactor, public interest

|
groups, and nuclear steam system suppliers.

g. The Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small
Business Administration will be informed by DRR
of the certification regarding economic impact on
small entities together with the reason for it.

h. Although this rule does not involve a significant
question of policy, action by the Commission is
required since the final amendments would modify
current policy concerning the granting of exemp-
tions by the Commission by providing that certain
alternative methods for meeting the requirements
in Appendices G and H to Part 50 may be approved by
the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.'

Q
William J. Dircks ;

Executive Director for Operations |

Enclosures:
1. Federal Register Notice
2. Regulatory Analysis Statement,
3. Analysis with respect to the periodic and

systematic review of regulations
4. Analysis of public comments and staff

response
5. Draf t Congressional Letter

.

e
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Commissioners' comments should be provided directly to the
Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. Monday, March 14, 1983.

Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted
to the Ccmmissioners NLT Monday, March 7, 1983, with an

information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper
is of such a nature that it requires additional time for
analytical review and comment, the Commissioners and the
Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may be expected.

This paper is tentatively scheduled for affirmation at an Open
Meeting during the Week of March 14, 1983. Please refer to
the appropriate Weekly Commission Schedule, when published,
for a specific date and time.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
OGC
OPE
CCA
OIA
OPA
REGIO!iAL OFFICES
EDO

:

ELD 1

ACRS
ASLEP
ASLAP
SECY

|
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 50

i

Fracture Toughness Requirements for

Light-Water Nuclear Power Reactors

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Corenission.

ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The Commission is amending its regulations which specify frac-
ture toughness requirements for light-water nuclear power reactors and
its requirements for reactor vessel material surveillance programs. The

amendments clarify the applicability of these requirements to all plants,
| modify certain requirements, and shorten and simplify these regulations

by more extensively incorporating by reference appropriate National
Standards.

EFFECTIVE DATE:
,

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Dr. P. N. Randall, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.

20555, telephone (301)443-5903.

SUDPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On November 14, 1980 the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission published in the Federal Register (45 FR 75536) proposed
amendments to its regulation, 10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities," which would amend Appendix G,"
Fracture Toughness Requirements," and Appendix H, " Reactor Vessel Mate-

rial Surveillance Program Requirements." These amendments comprised a

proposed general revision of Appendices G and H designed to update them
after seven years of use and to make them more consistent with current
technology and pertinent National Standards. Interested persons were

1 Enclosure 1
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invited to submit wirtten comment by January 13, 1981. Thirteen replies*

were received. All of the replies were from utilities or vendors con- j

cerned with the application of specific requirements. There were no

adverse general comments or objections to the proposed revisions. A

brief summary of the more significant comments and the staff responses
|

follows:
The most signifiant technical question, which will require recheck- |

ing pressure-temperature limits for all plants, concerned a new requirement
for fracture control at structural discontinuities contained in paragraph
IV.A.2 of Appendix G. The critical locations are the closure flange

regions of the reactor vessel, where bending stress is introduced during
boltup. The requirement in the proposed rule was thai, the temperature
at the highly stressed region be at least 150 F above the reference
temperature of the material whenever pressure exceeded 20 percent of the
preoperational system hydrostatic test pressure. Commenters felt this

was overly restrictive and cited certain hardships caused during hydro-
tests and also during normal heatup and cooldown operations. In response

to the comments, the requirement has been revised to provide a_ separate,

lower temperature requirement for hydrotest conditions than for normal
operation, consistent with the margins of safety specified in the ASME
Code. In addition, the requirement for normal operation was reduced
slightly, based on further analysis of boltup conditions. Thus, in the
final rule, the proposed requirement of 150 F (above the reference temper-
ature of the material) was revised to 90'F for hydrotest and 120 F for

normal operation. This requirement will affect principally those plants
where radiation damage to the beltline region is low, and the pressure-
temperature limits are thus more likely to be controlled by the closure
flange regions.

Paragraph IV.A.4. of Appendix G was expanded to specify that the

quantity "RTNDT+60 F" referred to the adjusted reference temperature of
the reactor vessel material in the region that was controlling the
pressure-temperature limits (beltline or closure flange regions)
following the analysis required by paragraph IV. A.2.

Minor changes in wording were made in several paragraphs, and
footnotes were added to clarify the meaning of two paragraphs.

2 Enclosure 1
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|. A number of comments addressed the reporting requirements for sur-

|
veillance reports, paragraphs III.A. and III.C. of Appendix H. Based on

commenters suggestions, the Commission has revised the proposed require-
i ment that surveillance reports be submitted within 90 days after comple-

.
tion of testing to require submittal of these reports within 1 year of |

capsule withdrawal unless an extension is granted. This change simplifies

implementation of the requirement, because capsule withdrawal schedules
must be approved by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, as

! provided in paragraph II.B.3. of Appendix H. The primary purposes of the

| requirement--timely reporting of test results and notification of any

! problems--are accomplished as well by the provisions of the final rule.
Copies of the abstract of comments and the staff's response, which

|
gives a point-by point discussion of each issue raised by the commenters,

f and copies of the value-impact analysis supporting the rule are available

j for public inspection and copying for a fee at the Commission's Public
! Document Room at 1717 H Street NW., Washington, D.C. Single copies may be

| obtained by written request to the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research,
,

.

: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, Attention: P.
'

N. Randall.
1

i
; REGULATORY ANALYSIS

I

| The Commission has prepared a regulatory analysis for this regula-
tion. The analysis examines the costs and benefits of the rule as con-.

| sidered by the Commission. A copy of the regulatory analysis is available
2 for inspection and copying for a fee at the NRC Public Document Room,

1717 H Street, NW., Washington, D.C. Single copies of the analysis may be
obtained from P. N. Randall, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S.

f Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, telephone

; (301)443-5903.
|

j PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT
i
j

q The reporting and recordkeeping requirements contained in this regula-

; tion have been approved by the Office of Management and Budget, OMB approval

] No. 3150-0011.
I
4
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REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY STATEMENT
<

In accordance with Section 605(b) of the Regulatory Flexibility Act
of 1980, 5 U.S.C. 605(b), the Commission hereby certifies that this rule
will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of

,

; small entities. This rule affects primarily the utilities that own light
water nuclear power reactors, and the vendors of those reactors, none of

,

which meet the definition of "small eatities" set forth in Section 601(3)
of the Regulatory Flexibility Act or the Small Business Size Standard;;
set out in regulations issued by the Small Business Administration in

13 CFR Part 121.j

LIST OF SUBJECTS IN 10 CFR PART 50
,

Antitrust, Classified information, Fire prevention, Intergovernmental
relations, Nuclear power plants and react:rs, Penalty, Radiation protection,
Reactor siting criteria, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

,

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy
i

Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, and section 553 of title 5 of
the United States Code, the following amendments to 10 CFR Part 50 are

~ published as a document subject to codification.

PART 50 - DOMESTIC LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES

1. The authority citation for 10 CFR Part 50 continues to read as

follows:
AUTHORITY: Secs. 103, 104, 161, 182, 183, 189, 186, 68 Stat. 936, 937,
948, 953, 954, 955, 956, as amended, sec. 234, 83 Stat. 1244, as amended
(42 U.S.C. 2133, 2134, 2201, 2232, 2233, 2236, 2239, 2282); secs. 201, 202,
206, 88 Stat. 1242, 1244, 1246, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5842, 5846),

unless otherwise noted.
Section 50.7 also issued under Pub. L. 95-601, sec. 10, 92 Stat. 2951

(42 U.S.C. 5851). Section 50.78 also issued under sec.122, 68 Stat. 939

(42 U.S.C. 2152). Sections 50.80-50.81 also issued under sec. 184, 68 Stat.

954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234). Sections 50.100-50.102 also issued under

sec. 186, 68 Stat. 955; (42 U.S.C. 2236).

4 ' Enclosure 1
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For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended (42 U.S.C.
2273), SS 50.10(a), (b), and (c), 50.44, 50.46, 50.48, 50.54, and 50.80(a)*

! are issued under sec. 161b, 68 Stat. 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b));

SS 50.10(b) and (c) and 50.54 issued under sec. 1611, 68 Stat. 949, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(i)), SS 50.55(e), 50.59(b), 50.70, 50.71, 50.72,
and 50.78 are issued under sec. 161o, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C.

2201(o)).
2. Paragraph (a) of S 50.12 is revised to read as follows:

S 50.12 Specific exemptions.
>

(a) The Commission may, upon application by any interested person
or upon its cwn initiative, grant such exemptions from the requirements of
the regulations in this part as it determines are authorized by law and
will not endanger life or property or the common defense and security and

I

are otherwise in the public interest. To cbtain an exemption to Appen-

|
dices G and H to this part, the requirements of paragraph 50.60(b) of this
part must be met in addition to the requirements of this paragraph.

| 3. In section 50.55a, paragraph (i) is deleted and paragraph (,1) is
redesignated paragraph (i).

4. A new Section 50.60 is added to 10 CFR Part 50 to read as
follows:
S 50.60 - Acceptance criteria for fracture prevention measures for light-l

water nuclear power reactors for normal operation.
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, all light-

water nuclear power reactors must meet the fracture toughness and material
surveillance program requirements for the reactor coolant pressure boundary
set forth in Appendices G and H to this part.

| (b) Proposed alternatives to the described requirements in Appen-
dices G and H of this part or portions thereof may be used when an exemp-

| tion is granted by the Commission under S 50.12. In addition, the

applicant must demonstrate that (i) compliance with the specified require-
ments would result in hardships or unusual difficulties without a com-
pensating increase in the level of quality and safety, and (ii) the

i
i
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|

proposed alternatives would provido an adequate level of quality and-

,

! safety.
5. Appendices G and H are revised to read as follows:

APPENDIX G

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS REQUIREMENTS

Table of C'ontents

I. Introduction and Scope

II. Definitions
III. Fracture Toughness Tests
IV. Fracture Toughness Requirements :

'

V. Inservice Requirements - Reactor Vessel Beltline Materials

I. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
,

|

This appendix specifies fracture toughness requirements for ferritic
materials of pressure-retaining (.omponents of the reactor coolant pressure

|
boundary of light water nuclear power reactors to provice adequate mar-

| gins of safety during any condition of normal operation, including anti-
cipated operational occurrences and system hydrostatic tests, to which
the pressure boundary may be subjected over its service lifetime.

| The ASME Code forms the basis for the requirements of this Appendix.

"ASME Code" means the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler

| and Pressure Vessel Code. If no section is specified, the referent.e is
; to Section III, Division 1, " Rules for Construction of Nuclear Power Plant

Components." "Section XI" means Section XI, Division 1, " Rules for In-
service Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant Components." If no edition or
addenda is specified, the applicable ASME Code edition and addenda and

i any limitations and modifications thereof are specified in S 50.55a of
this part.

The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code has been approved for incor-

poration by reference by the Director of the Federal Register. A notice

of any changes made to the material incorporated by reference will be
published in the Federal Register. Copies of the ASME Boiler and Pressure

|

| 6 Enclosure 1
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Vessel Code may be purchased from the American Society of Mechanical-

Engineers, United Engineering Cer.ter, 345 East 47th St., New York, NY
10017. It is also available for inspection at the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street NW., Washington, D.C.

The requirements of this, appendix apply to the following materials:
Note: The adequacy of the fracture toughness of other ferritic mate-

rials not covered in this section shall be demonstrated to the Director,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, on an individual case basis.
A. Carbon and low-alloy ferritic steel plate, forgings, castings,

,

and pipe with specified minimum yield strengths not over 50,000 psi
(345 MPa), and to those with specified minimum yield strengths greater
than 50,000 psi (345 MPa) but not over 90,000 psi (621 MPa) if qualified
by using methods equivalent to those described in paragraph G-2110 of
the ASME Code as defined in paragraph II.A. of this appendix. The latest
edition and addenda permitted by paragraph 50.55a(b) of this part at the
time the analysis is made is to be used for the purpose of this paragraph.

B. Welds and weld heat-affected zones in the materials specified
in paragraph I.A. of this appendix.

C. Materials for bolting and other types of fasteners with speci-
fied rainimum yield strengths not over 130,000 psi (896 MPa).

II. DEFINITIONS

A. "Ferritic material" means carbon and low-alloy steels, higher
alloy steels including all stainless alloys of the 4xx series, and ;

maraging and precipitation hardening steels with a predominantly body- !

centered cubic crystal structure. !

B. " System hydrostatic tests" means all preoperational system leak-
age and hydrostatic pressure tests and all system leakage and hydrostatic
pressure tests performed during the service life of the pressure boundary
in compliance with the ASME Code, Section XI.

C. "Specified minimum yield strength" means the minimum yield strength
(in the unitradiated condition) of a material specified in the construction |
code under which the component is built under S 50.55a of this part.

;

I
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D. " Reference temperature" means the reference. temperature, RT-
-

NDT'!
'

as defined in the ASME Code.

E. " Adjusted reference temperature" means the reference tamperature

l' as adjusted for irradiation effects (see Section V of this Appendix) by
adding to RT the temperature shift, measured at the 30 ft ?b (41J)

NDT
| level, in the average Charpy curve for the irradiated material relative

to that for the unirradiated material.
F. " Beltline" or " Beltline region of reactor vessel" means the

region of the reacter vessel (shell material including welds, heat- |
affected zones, and plates or forgings) that directly surrounds the l

Ieffective height of the active core and' adjacent regions of the reactor j

vessel that are predicted to experience sufficient neutron radiation
damage to be considered in the selection of the most limiting material J,

! with regard to radiation damage.
i

'

'III. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTS
:

|
A. To demonstrate compliance with the fracture toughness require- '

ments of Sections IV and V of this appendix, ferritic materiels must be
|
! tested in accordance with the A.iME Code and, for the beltline materials,

| the test requirements of Appendix H of this part. For'a reactor vessel
| that was constructed to an ASME Code earlier than the Summer 1972 Addenda

| of the 1971 Edition (under S 50.55a of this part), the fracture toughness
data and data analyses must be supplemented in a manner approved by the )
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to~ demonstrate equivalence

| with the fracture toughness requirements of this Appendix.
B. Test methods for supplemental fracture toughness tests described

in paragraph V.C.2. of this appendix must be submitted to and approved
' by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, prior to testing.

C. All fracture toughness test programs conducted in accardance
with paragraphs A and B of this section must comply with ASME Code
requirements for calibration of test equipment, qualification of test
personnel, and retention of records of these functions and of the test

data.

|
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i

IV. FRACTURE TOUGINESS REQUIREMENTS

! !
'

A. The pressure-retaining components of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary that are made of ferritic materials must meet the requirements
of the ASME Code supplemented as follows for fracture toughness during

|
system hydrostatic tests and any condition of normal operation, including
anticipated operational occurrences:

;

| 1. Reactor vessel beltline materials must have Charpy upper-

| shelf energy 1 of no less than 75 ft-lb (102J) initially and must maintain
upper-shelf energy throughout the life of the vessel of no less than 50 ft-lb
(68J), unless it is demonstrated in a manner approved by the Director, Office

| of Nuclear Reacter Regulation, that lower values of upper-shelf energy
will provide margins of safety against fracture equivalent to those required
by Appendix G of the ASME Code. The latest edition and addenda of the
ASME Code permitted by paragraph 50.55a(b) of this part at the time the

| analysis is made are to be used for the purposes of paragraphs IV.A.1

|
and IV.A.2 of this appendix.

2. When the core is not critical, pressure-temperature limits
! for the reactor vessel must be at least as conservative as those obtained
|

| by following the methods of analysis and the required margins of safety
of Appendix G of the ASME Code supplemented by the requirements of
Section V of this appendix. In addition, when pressure exceeds 20 percent
of the preservice system hydrostatic test pressure, the temperature of
the closure flange regions that are highly stressed by the bolt preload

| must exceed the reference temperature of the material in those regions
by at least 120 F (67 C) for normal operation and by 90 F (50 C) for
hydrostatic pressure tests and leak tests, unless a lower temperature

| can be justified by showing that the margins of safety for those regions ;

| when they are controlling are equivalent to those required for the belt- |
l

line when it is controlling. The justification submitted for the pres-

sure temperature limits must describe the methods of analysis used.
I

i !

| 2 Defined in ASTM E 185-79 and -82, which are incorporated by reference in !

Appendix H. |
|

|

|

!

i
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3. When the core is critical (other than for the purpose of.

low-level physics tests), the temperature of the reactor vessel must not
,

be lower than 40*F (22 C) above the minimum permissible temperature of
paragraph 2. of this section nor lower than the minimum permissible
temperature for the inservice system hydrostatic pressure test. An

exception may be made for boiling water reactor vessels when water level
i is within the normal range for power operatica and the pressure is less

than 20 percent of the preservice system hydrostatic test pressure. In

this case the minimum permissible temperature is 60*F (33 C) above the
reference temperature of the closure flange regions that are highly,

stressed by the bolt preload.
4. If there is no fuel in the reactor during system hydro-

static pressure tests or leak tests, the minimum permissible te;t
temperature must be 60 F (33*C) above the adjusted reference temperature of
the reactor vessel material in the region that is controlling (as specified

,

in paragraph IV.A.2 of this appendix).
5. If there is fuel in the reactor during system hydrostatic'

pressure tests or leak tests, the requirements of paragraphs 2 or 3 of
this section apply, depending on whether the core is critical during the
test.

B. Reactor vessels for which the predicted value of upper onelf
; energy at end of life is below 50 ft-lb or for which the predicted value

of adjusted reference temperature at end of life exceeds 200 F (93 C)
must be designed to permit a thermal annealing treatment at a suffi-
ciently high temperature to recover material toughness properties of
ferritic materials of the reactor vessel beltline.

V. INSERVICE REQUIREMENTS - REACTOR VESSEL

BELTLINE MATERIAL

A. The effects of neutron radiation on the reference temperature
and upper shelf energy of reactor vessel beltline materials, including

.
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welds, are to be predicted from the results of pertinent radiation effects-

studies in addition to the results of the surveillar.ce program of Appen-
dix H to this part.

B. Reactor vessels may continue to be operated only for that ser--

| vice period within which the requirements of Section IV of this appendix
are satisfied using the predicted value of the adjusted reference tempera-
ture and the predicted value of the upper-shelf energy at the end of the

; service period to account for the effects of radiation on the fracture

| toughness of the beltline materials. These predictions are to be made

for the radiation conditions at the-critical location on the crack front
of the assumed flaw.2 The highest adjusted reference temperature and
the lowest upper-shelf energy level of all the beltline materials must
be used to verify that the fracture toughness requirements are satisfied.

C. In the event that the requirements of Section V.B. of this ,

appendix cannot be satisfied, reactor vessels may continue to be' operatedd

provided all of the following requirements are satisfied:
1. A volumetric examination of 100 percent of the beltline

materials that do not satisfy the requirements of Section V.B. of this
appendix is made and any flaws characterized according to Section XI of
the ASME Code and as otherwise specified by the Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation.

2. Additional evidence of the fracture toughness of the belt-
line materials after exposure to neutron irradiation is to be obtained
from results of supplemental fracture toughness tests.

3. An analysis is performed that conservatively demonstrates,
~

making appropriate allowances for all uncerta1nties, the existence of
equivalent esrgins of safety for continued operation.

D. If the procedures of Section V.C. of this appendix do not indi-
cate the existence of an equivalent safety margin, the reactor vessel
beltline may, subject to the approval of the Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, be given a thermal annealing treatment to recover the

2For example, in analyses that follow A; andix G of the ASME Code, the
radiation conditions to be used are those predicted for the material
one fourth of the way through the vessel wall, i.e. , at the deepest
point on the crack front of the postulated defect.

.
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fracture toughness of the material. The degree of recovery is to be<-

measured by testing additional specimens that have been withdrawn from the |
surveillance program capsules and that have been annealed under the same

time-at-temperature conditions as those given the beltline material. The

results, together with the results of other pertinent annealing-effects

studies, are to provide the basis for establishing the adjusted reference !

temperature and upper-shelf energy after annealing. The reactor vessel |
'

may continue to be operated only for that service period within which the
predicted fracture toughness of the beltline region materials satisfies
the requirements of Section IV.A. of this appendix using the values of
adjusted reference temperature and upper-shelf energy that include the'

effects of annealing and subsequent irradiation.,

E. The proposed programs for satisfying the requirements of Sec-
tions V.C. and V.D. of this appendix are to be reported to the Director,

' Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, as specified in S 50.4(a) of this
Part, for review and approval on an individual case basis at least 3 years

; prior to the date when the predicted fracture toughness levels will no
longer satisfy the requirements of Section V.B of this appendix.

,

APPENDIX H

REACTOR VESSEL MATERIAL

SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS,

"

Table of Contents
I. Introduction

]
II. Surveillance Program Criteria
III. Report of Test Results

,
'

;

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the material surveillance program required by this
Appendix is to monitor changes in the fracture toughness properties of
ferritic materials in the reactor vessel beltline region of light water
nuclear power reactors resulting from exposure of these materials to

1
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neutron irradiation and the thermal environment. Under this program,
fracture toughness test data are obtained from material specimens
exposed in surveillance capsules', which are withdrawn periodically from
the reactor vessel. These data will be used as described in Sections IV
and V of Appendix G to this part.

|

ASTM E 185-73, -79 and -82, " Standard Practice for Conducting i

Surveillance Tests for Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor
Vessels," which are referenced in the following paragraphs, have been |
approved for incorporation by reference by the Director of the Federal !,

'
i

Register. A notice of any changes made to the material incorporated by I,

reference will be published in the Federal Register. Copies of 1

ASTM E 185-73, -79, and -82, may be obtained from the American Society
for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.
Copies will be available for inspection at the Commission's Public
Document Room, 1717 H Street NW., Washington, D.C.,

II. SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM CRITERIA

A. No material surveillance program is required for reactor
vessels for which it can be conservatively demonstrated by analytical
methods applied to experimental data and tests performed on comparable
vessels, making appropriate allowances for all uncertainties in the
measurements, that the peak neutron fluence (E)1MEV) at the end of the
design life of the vessel will not exceed 1017 n/cm ,2

B. Reactor vessels that do not meet the conditions of paragraph
.

II.A. of this Appendix must have their beltline materials monitored by
this Appendx.

,

1. That part of the surveillance program conducted prior to
the first capsule withdrawal must meet the requirments of the edition of
ASTM E 185 that is current on the issue date of the ASME Code to which
the reactor vessel was purchased. Later editions of ASTM E 185 may be
used, but including only those editions through 1982. For each capsule

,

#withdrawal after (insert the effective data of this amendment), the test -

|
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procedures and reporting requirements must meet the requirements of ASTM E
185-82 to the extent practical for the configuration of the specimens in
the capsule. For each capsule withdrawal prior to (insert the effective

'

date of this amendment), either the 1973, the 1979, or the 1982 edition of
ASTM E 185 may be used.'

2. Surveillance specimen capsules must be located near
the inside vessel wall in the beltline region so that the specimen
irradiation history duplicates, to the extent practicable within the
physical constraints of the system, the neutron spectrum, temperature

: history, and maximum neutron fluence experienced by the reactor vessel
inner surface. If the capsule holders are attached to the vessel wall

,

; or to the vessel cladding, construction and inservice inspection of the
attachments and attachment welds must be done according to the require-'

ments for permanent structural attachments to reactor vessels given in-

Sections III and XI of the ASME Code. The design and location of the
capsule holders shall permit insertion of replacement capsules. Acceler-

: ated irradiation capsules may be used in addition to the required number
of surveillance capsules specified in ASTM E 185.

3. A proposed withdrawal schedule must be submitted with a
technical justification therefor to the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor

~

Regulation, for approval. The proposed schedule must be approved prior
to implementation.

,

C. An integrated surveillance program may be considered for a set
cf reactors that have similar design and operating features. The repre-
sentative materials chosen for surveillance from each reactor in the set
may be irradiated in one or more of the reactors, but there must be an
adequate dosimetry program for each reactor. No reduction in the require-

'
ments for number of materials to be irradiated, specimen types, or number
of specimens per reactor is permitted, but the amount of testing may be,

reduced if the initial results agree with predictions. Integrated sur-
veillance programs must be approved by the Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, on a case-by-case basis. Criteria for approval include

the following considerations:
1. The design and operating features of the reactors in the

set must be sufficiently similar to permit accurate comparuons of the
} predicted amount of radiation damage as a function of total power output.

14 Enclosure 1
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2. There must be adequate arrangement for data sharing
.

between plants.

3. There must be a contingency plan to assure that the sur-
veillance program for each reactor will not be jeopeardized by operation
at reduced power level or b an extended outage of another reactor from
which data are expected.

4. There must be substantial' advantages to be gained, such

as reduced power outages or reduced personnel exposure to radiation, as
a direct result of not requiring surveillance capsules in all reactors-

in the set.
1

III. REPORT OF TEST RESULTS

.

A. Each capsule withdrawal and the test results must be the sub-
ject of a summary technical report to be submitted to the Director,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, as specified in 9 50.4(a) of this
Part, within 1 year after capsule withdrawal, unless an extension is
granted by the Director.

B. The report must include the data required by ASTM E 185, as
i specified in paragraph II.B.1 of this Appendix, and the results of all

fracture toughness tests conducted on the beltline materials in the
irradiated and unitradiated conditions.

C. If a change in the Technical Specifications is required, either,

in the pressure-temperature limits or in the operating procedures
,

required to meet the limits, the expected date for submittal of the
.

revised Technical Specifications must be provided with the report.
.

Dated at this day of 1983.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

* Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission

,

'
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', REGULATORY ANAi.YSIS,

'

REVISION OF APPENDICI:S G AND H.
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS AND SURVEILLANC E PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

i

*

1. ,THE PROPOSED ACTION

i .

1.1 Descriotion,

.

1

: Fracture control of the reactor vessel as treated by Appendix G in its
; present form is accomplished principally by p essure-temperature limits, which
i provide assurance that the vessel is warm enough to hav9 adequate fracture |

2 toughness for the corresponding pressure. Raciation damage is compensated for
by increasing the required vessel temperature tvery few years, based on input
frcm the reactor vessel material surveillance program required by Appendix H.
Bes 2use there is ar, upper level beyond which toughness cannot be increased by.

; raising metal temperature, Appendix G also requires a minimum upper-shelf
a 4

toughr. ass. The revision to Appendix G identifies this requirement more |,

clearly than before.
1

A major part of the revision of Appendix G is deletion of items now
i covered in the ASME Code and incorporation of the applicable Code provisions

by reference. Similarly, parts of Appendix H are deleted and replaced by ).

references to ASTM E 185. Publication of a new edition, E 185-79, containing |

much technical detail, has made it possible to shorten Appendix H. Paragraph

; 50.55a(i), which added Appendices G and H to Part 50, is deleted and a new
Section 50.60 is added to take the place of paragraph (1). Language a added |

to clarify how certain requirements of Appendices G and H apply to "old" plants.-

New language in S 50.60 and in Appendices G and H distinguishes those proposed

) alternatives to the described requirements that require an exemption to be
; granted by the Commission from those alternatives that can be accepted by the

Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), as being equivalent to

; the described requirement. A few requirements that have proven to be unduly
conservative are modified. Finally, a number of technical requirements are
clarified and updated. The specific revisions are discussed below.

1 Enclosure 2
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1- 7. 2 N_eed for Proposed Action

: / I

The use of Appendices G and H since they were originally promulgated in j
August 1973, has shown that a number of the requirements need clarification in |

language. Eight years of use has also shown that certain restrictions such as
'

those described below in paragraph IV.A.3, and paragraph IV.A.4. can and should
be modified to improve plant efficiency while still providing an adequate level I

''

of safety. Finally, there have been changes in the ASME Code and in ASTM E 185

that need to be reflected in Appendices G and H. The net value of the proposed
,

;

changes should far outweigh their impact. '

<

SPECIFIC REVISION _5

i !

S 50.60 The change from 6 50.55a to i E0.60 (described above) is of value
,

1

to the NRC and to users of the regulation simply as an editorial clarification. '

; The change will reduce clutter in S $0.5h and remove present ambiguities in
; the application of the prefatory language tf S 50.55a to Appendices G and H.~

.

Appendix G

SII.F. Redefinition of " adjusted ietert Ace tenperature" is of value to 1

|botn the NF.C and to licensees. The change from the .50 ft-lb level to the
i

30 ft-lb level of Charpy energy at which tne tramition temperature shift is to
be measured as an indi:ator of radiation canage was made for several reasons.

The results of analysts of surveillance of:ta f rem operating reactors showed

| that the upper-shelf energy in certain vesselt would drop below 50 ft-lb with
additional radiation, rendering that crit erion invalid. Traditionally, shift

has been measured at the 39 ft-lb level. Regula?. cry Guide 1.99, " Effects of
Rcsidual Elements on Dredicted Radiatior, Danage to Reactor Vessel Materials,"
Revision 1, April 1977, used the 30 ft-lb limit, tecause the data b'ase was
given in tnose terms. Fift.y ft-lb or 35 mils lateral expansion (whichever
gives the greater shift) had teen chosen in 1972 when those values became part

.

of the definition of RT in the ASME Coc|e. A recent analysis of the dataNDT

base has shown that shift measured at the .50 ft-in level is 5-10 percent larger
than the 30 f t-lb value, on the average, but the statter is such that indi-
vidual comparisons can ge either way. The oas'is fcr selecting the criterion
should be that it proc'uces an upward adjustment of temperature which will give

2 Enclosure 2
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i

pressure-temperature limits that maintain the required margin of safety against
,

fracture during heatup and cooldown throughout plant life. Implementation of

j this criterion requires an extensive correlation of Charpy shift data and
fracture toughness data obtained with large specimens, irradiated and
unirradiated. There are only a few such correlations at the present time, but
they support the use of the traditional 30 ft-lb criterion. The 35 mil lateral
expansion criterion was dropped, because it was only used as a doubic check on
the 50 ft-lb criterion.;

There will be some impact on the laboratory personnel who are responsible
for Charpy test procedures. The change from 50 to 30 ft-lb as the level of

.

Charpy energy at which the transition temperature shift should be measured will
'

cause changes in the choice of test temperatures during Charpy testing of
irradiated and unirradiated material. The cost involved in making this change
is believed to be negligible.

Although not explicitly stated in the present regulation, the 50 ft-lb
measure of shift also acted as a warning that the upper-shelf energy level was
becoming marginal. To retain this function in the amended regulation, the
50 ft-lb upper-shelf requirement has been added to Section IV. Its signif-

icance as a fracture criterion is still the subject of considerable research,-

thus the purpose of the requirement is to trigger a fracture analysis that uses,

supplemental fracture toughness test results.
SII.G. The new definition of " beltline" is of value to licensees because

it reduces unnecessary materials testing. Savings are difficult to estimate--
'

perhaps $2000 for a typical vessel.
SIII. Deletion of several detailed requirements for materials testing and

recordkeeping and substitution of ASME Code requirements therefor is of value
to licensees, because they must follow Code requirements anyway.

Language has been added to remove the need for exemptions to operating
licenses with regard to certain materials testing requirements, thus saving
considerable staff time. For example, for plants built to an edition of the

ASME Code earlier than the Summer 1972 Addenda to the 1971 Edition, the Charpy
testing of the reactor vessel materials did not yield an explicit number for

the reference temperature, RTNDT, as defined in the Summer 1972 addenda and
used in Appendix G of the Code. Valid estimates of RT can be made; however,

NDT
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f- opinion is divided as to whether the use of estimated values of RT requires
NDT

; exemptions to specific paragraphs in Appendix G. Language has been added to
' paragraph III.A. to avoid the need for processing exemptions in this case.

| 1IV.A.2. There is.an impact on any licensees who have not fully con-

j sidered the possibility that flaws at closure flange regions that are highly

I, stressed by the bolt preload may be governing for the first years of service.
Pressure-temperature limits for some plants will need to be revised, but the
impact on plant operations is expected to be small. The staff analysis of

;
' public comments contains an extensive discussion of the need for this amendment

and the alternatives considered in making it.

| TIV. 3. The amendment to this paragraph lowers the minimum permissible

j temperature for core criticality at low pressure for boiling water reactors
; (BWRs). This change is of value to owners of BWRs, because it reduces delays
8

; in startup. BWRs cannot use pump heat during startup as effectively as PWRs
can, because the elevation head of water in the reactor alone is insufficient

j to meet the NPSH (net pump suction head) requirements of the pumps at all but

] the lowest speeds. Hence, pump heat is low until there is steam pressure in
j the reactor.

{ The decision to make this change was made following staff review of
j Topical Report NE00-21778-A from the General Electric Co. The review con-

cludedl that the probability of an overpressure transient that would violate;

j the pressure-temperature limits was very low and would not be increased

4
significantly by making this change. Therefore,.although the hypothetical

j transient might occur at a lowdr temperature, and thus be a more severe

j violation of the P-T limits, the staff considered the relaxation of the
j requirement justified. In their request for this change,1 the General Electric
!

Co. estimated that it would save as much as $600,000 per year per plant in
power replacement costs, because it reduces startup time.

j SIV.A.4. Reducing the minimum temperature required for the initial
, hydrostatic pressure test is of value to licensees in reducing time and expense
! of heating the reactor vessel to the test temperature and in improving the

] working conditions for the inspection personnel who perform the leak test by

; 15ee NEDO-21778-A " Transient Pressure Rises Affecting Fracture Toughness
| Requirements for Boiling Water Reactors," December, 1978.
|
i

4 Enclosure 2
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visual inspection. Because there will be no fuel in the reactor, public safety
is not affected. Safety of inspection personnel is not reduced to a level

.

below that afforded shop test personnel during the shop hydrostatic test.
TIV.B. The added emphasis on Charpy upper-shelf energy is of value to the

NRC, because it clarifies the fact that there is a safety requirement related
to fracture at temperatures where the material is not brittle but may have
insufficient resistance to ductile tearing. See discussion under TII.F. The

fracture analyses required if the 50 ft-lb upper-shelf requirement at end of
life cannot be met would affect licensees, but this is not a new requirement.

TV.B. The additions to this paragraph are of value to the NRC and to
applicants, because the additions provide clarification in areas where there

,

have been questions in the past.
TV.C.1. The proposed amendment clarifies the extent of the area that must.

receive thorough inspection. It is of value to licensees, because it reduces

time and cost and minimizes radiation exposure to inspection personnel for
these cases where only a limited part of the beltline (perhaps only a single
weld) fails to meet the requirements of TV.B.<

Appendix H

TII.B.1. Publication of the 1979 edition of ASTM E 185 made it necessary.

to amend this paragraph to incorporate by reference ASTM E 185, rather than the
1973 edition of E 185, and to specify the applicability of the various editions
of E 185 to different parts of each surveillance program. The 1982 edition
corrected a printer's omission in the 1979 edition. This amendment is of
value to both the NRC and licensees because there has been considerable expan-
sian of E 185 in the 1979 edition and because deletion of large sections of

__

Appendix H eliminates detailed requirements that are better presented as general
criteria and explanatory material in the ASTM Recommended Practice.

TII.C. The expanded criteria for an integrated surveillance program are
of value to licensees, because such a program reduces testing costs and expo-,

sure of personnel to radiation. The criteria were developed after staff action
to permit an integrated program in a specific situation, which was prompted by

,

,
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the need to reduce radiation exposure to the workmen who would otherwise have )' -

been required to make modifications to capsule attachments on vessel internals |
*

that were radioactive. |
SIV. The reporting requirement is not increased, but a schedule require-

ment is added that is of value to the NRC and others who need to get the
surveillance data in timely fashion.

!

;
.

:

f

<

(

1

.

|

i

I j

|
|

!

|

l
|
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ANALYSIS WITH RESPECT TO THE PERIODIC AND SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF REGULATIONS ~

(TMI ACTION PLAN TASK IV.G.2) -

t SUBJECT: 10 CFR Part 50--General Revision of Appendices G and H. Fracture Toughness and Reactor Vessel Material
Surveillance Requirements

Criteria for Periodic and Systematic Review |
of Regulations NRC Compliance

1. The amended regulations are needed. The amended regulation implements NRC's statutory authority
under the Energy Reorganization Act, as amended. Sec-
tions 202(3) and (4) of the Energy Reorganization Act as
amended provide the NRC with licensing and regulatory author-
ity over the construction of nuclear power plants. Appen-
dices G and H provide the basis for the pressure-temperature ,

limits for plants, which are an essential part of their
Technical Specifications. The amendments update an existing
regulation after 8 years of use to make it more consistent
with pertinent National Standards. The amendments will
reduce the need for exemptions by specifying when acceptance
of a proposed alternative must take the form of an exemption
granted by the Commission and when acceptance may be granted
by the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Two of the amendments modify requirements that have proved to i

be unduly conservative. A number of other amendments shorten
and simplify these regulations by replacing technical detail
with references to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
and to ASTM E 185, " Standard Practice for Surveillance Tests
for Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor Vessels."

2. The direct and indirect effects of the regula- The direct and indirect effects of this rulemaking were
tions have been adequately considered considered in the Value/ Impact Analysis prepared in connection

with the proposed role. (See Enclosure 2). ;

3. Alternative approaches have been considered One objective of the amendments was to reduce the burden on-

and the least burdensome of the acceptable licensees and staff that is imposed by the present regulation,
alternatives have been chosen. without reducing margins of safety.

1 Enclosure 3
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| SUBJECT: 10 CFR Part 50--General Revision of Appendices G and H, Fracture Toughness and Reactor Vessel Material
Surveillance Requirements - *

| Criteria for Periodic and Systematic Review
of Regulations NRC Compliance

4. Public comments have been considered and an See Enclosure 4, " Abstract of Comments and Staff Response to
adequate response has been prepared. proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendices G and H,

Fracture Toughness and Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance
Program Requirements, Published for Public Comment in the
Federal Register November 13, 1980."

5. The regulation is written so that it is The proposed amendment has been reviewed and edited for the
understandable to those who must comply with it. specific purpose of ensuring that the regulation is clear and

can be understood by persons who are required to comply with it.

6. An estimate has been made of the new reporting The reporting burden and recordkeeping requirements have been
burdens or recordkeeping requirements necessary reduced in the amended regulation. (See Value-Impact Statement.)
for compliance with the regulation.

7. The name, address, and telephone number of a The Federal Register notice promulgating the final rule
knowledgeable agency official is included in contains the name, address, and telephone number of a
the publication, knowledgeable agency official.

8. A plan for evaluating the regulation after its Licensee and staff experience with the regulation will be used
issuance has been developed. to evaluate the regulation. In addition, this regulation will

be reviewed in the second cycle of NRC's periodic and systematic
review process (1986-1991)~.

2 Enclosure 3
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ABSTRACT OF COMMENTS AND STAFF RESPONSE TO PROPOSED REVISION TO 10 CFR PART 50,'

APPENDICES G AND H, FRACTURE TOUGHNESS AND REACTOR VESSEL MATERIAL SURVEILLANCE
!

| PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS, PUBLISHED FOR PUBLIC COMMENT IN THE FEDERAL REGISTER

NOVEMBER 14, 1980.
,

i

l

|

|

|

|

|

!

!

!
|

|

:
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ij' Revised Draft
! May 22, 1981 ;

i

! COMMENTERS ON PROPOSED REVISION TO 1

} 10 CFR PART 50, APPENDICES G AND H. AND j
DATE THE COMMENT WAS DOCKETEDj

,

a

: 1. C. W. Fay Wisconsin Electric 1-8-81

| Power Company
:

2. R. B. Bradbury Stone and Webster 1-8-81
Engineering Corporation-

;
.

3. A. E. Scherer Combustion Engineering, Inc. 1-12-81q

i 4. T. M. Anderson Westinghouse Electric Corp. 1-15-81
i
j- 5. J. S. Abel Commonwealth Edison 1-16-81

6. T. J. Sullivan Consumers Power Co. 1-16-81
1

q 7. G. G. Sherwood General Electric Co. 1-19-81

8. R. W. Jurgensen American Electric Power 1-19-81
Service Corporation ,

9. C. M. Pratt Power Authority of the 1-19-81
State of New York

10. J. H. Taylor Babcock and Wilcox 1-23-81

11. D. P. Hoffman Consumers Power Company 2-5-81 .

-

12. D. P. Hoffman Consumers Power Company 2-5-81

13. B. R. Silvia Virginia Electric and 2-27-81
Power Company

-- Each letter is numbered in the upper right hand corner.

-- Each comment in each letter is identified by a number in the left hand margin.

-- The attached resolution of public comments is keyed to refer first to the
letter and then the comment within the letter (e.g., Comment 2 in the 3rd
letter received would be referred to as Comment 3-2). :

l

I

!
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APPENDIX G, PARAGRAPH II.G. Comments 3-1 and 13-1
1
.

! Comment 3-1 suggested that the phrase "as determined at the one quarter thickness
i

location" be inserted in the definition of beltline to insure " consistency with
,

! Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 1."

Response The suggestion was not accepted, primarily because it makes ro dif-;

ference in the selection of most limiting materials where the fluence values
are estimated, provided a consistent thickness location is used. Regulatory

j
Guide 1.99 does not define " beltline" or refer to the k T position except in a
different context. A footnote has been added to Paragraph V.B. that should

j provide a satisfactory response to Comment 3-1.

I

Comment 13-1 stated: "The revised definition of Beltline material is unclear;
; in the statement, '...to be considered in the selection of the most limiting

I material . ' To what extent, and with what tests is material in adjacent regions

f to be evaluated? Is it intended that surveillance specimens reflect such
j material?"
<

Response Yes, it is intended that surveillance specimens include material;
J from " adjacent regions" (above or below the core) if the combined effect of

i reduced fluence but high radiation sensitivity (such as that caused by high

f copper content) makes that material controlling. Therefore, the test require-

| ments for beltline material apply equally to material that directly surrounds
j the core and material in " adjacent regions" as described in paragraph II.G.
i

APPENDIX G, PARAGRAPH IV.A.1, Comment 7-1
,

Comment 7-1 asked if the Charpy upper-shelf energy values of 75 f t-lb and
3

| 50 f t-lb are avr> ige-of-three values or single Charpy specimen test results.

;

; Response The upper-shelf energy requirements are average values. A footnote 1
5 has been added which refers the reader to ASTM E 185-79 for a definition of
a

upper shelf energy. Footnote 1 is as follows::

i
a

l

:

j 3 Enclosure 4
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" Defined in ASTM E 185-79 and -82, which are incorporated by reference in'

Appendix H."

APPENDIX G, PARAGRAPH IV.A.2. - Comments 1-1, 4-1, 5-1, 7-2, 9-1 and 12-1

Extensive comments were received from both PWR and BWR owners and vendors
charging that the newly added requirement for a temperature of RTNDT + 150*F at
structural discontinuities at pressures exceeding 0.2 Pp (preoperational system
hydrostatic test pressure) was overly restrictive. The quantity RT is the

NDT

reference temperature of the highly-stressed material at the discontinuity. The

critical locations in most cases are the fillets at the junctions of the closure

flanges with the shell and head of the vessel.

The major problem for BWRs cited by commenters is the effect of the new require-
ment on the pressure-temperature limits for hydrostatic pressure tests and leak
tests, not the limits for normal operation. Quoting from comment 5-1:

"Another concern with the 150*F margin above RT is that the
NDT

system leakage and hydrostatic tests would be performed at a
temperature closely approaching 212 F. The Technical Specifications
require that primary containment integrity be maintained when the

I

reactor water temperature is above 212 F. T?ie proximity between the
required 190 F metal temperature and the 212*F limit on water
temperature could lead to station decisions to seal the drywell prior
to pressure tests. This is not normally done and combined with the
very slow heat-up rate above 150 F could add one or more critical

l path days to an outage."

Ccmments 4-1 and 9-1 asked that the 150'F be reduced to 50 F to be consistent
with Branch Position MTEB 5-2, which reads as follows:

" Calculations need only be performed for the beltline region, if
the assumed RT f the beltline is at least 50 F for all

NDT
'

higher stressed regions."

!

l 4 Enclosure 4
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Most of the comments focused on the RTNDT + 150*F-at-0.2 Pp requirement, despite
,

the alternative based on analysis, which was offered in the same paragraph:

...by showing that the margins of safety for those regions are"

equivalent to those required for the beltline when it is controlling."

Only comment 7-2 looked favorably on this alternative and recommended that the
,

150 F requirement be dropped in favor of increased quantitativeness concerning
,

'the flaw size to be assumed in the analysis.

!

Response: In response to the comments, paragraph IV.A.2 was changed to read ;

as follows: !

:

When the core is not critical, pressure-temperature limits for the
reactor vessel shall be at least as conservative as those obtained by

i

following the methods of analysis and the required margins of safety :

of Appendix G of the ASME Code 4 supplemented by the requirements of

| Section V of this Appendix. In addition, when pressure exceeds 20
percent of the preservice system hydrostatic test pressure, the tem-
perature of the closure flange regions that are highly stressed by
the bolt preload shall exceed the reference temperature of the mate- '

rial in those regions by at least 120 F (67 C) for normal operation
and by 90 F (50 C) for hydrostatic pressure tests and leak tests,

'

unless a lower temperature can be justified by showing that the )

j margins of safety for those regions when they are controlling are

| equivalent to those required for the beltline when it is control-

| ling. The justification submitted for the pressure temperature

| limits shall describe the methods of analysis used.
|

In response to the comments, plus a number of discussions at ASME Code
|

working groups, paragraph IV. A.2 was revised in two respects. First, there

are now separate requirements for hydrotest and normal' operation. This was i

done to correct an oversight of the fact that margins of safety given in the
| ASME Code are lower for hydrotest than for normal operation. Second, the

!

1

5 Enclosure 4
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requirement for normal operation was reduced from RTNDT + 150 to RTNDT + 120
on the basis of several considerations as described below.;

I The closure flange regions are the structural discontinuities of principal
! concern, because'boltup at ambient temperature produces high bending stress in

the adjacent shell and head regions. . Typical stress values from boltup alone are

] 40-50 ksi, not including the peak stresses at the fillets. Paragraph G2222(b)

| of the ASME Code requires that the bending stress be considered primary, con-
sequently the ratio of K to K should be 2 for.the K value produced by the

IR y y

] stress of 40-50 ksi acting on the postulated defect on the outer surface of
j the shell or head. Pressure stresses add to the boltup stresses in making
a

{ the fracture mechanics calculation. At a pressure of 0.2 P , however, thep
i stress addition is less than 5 ksi. At operating pressure, the beltline

region is-generally controlling.
| Following the procedure given by the ASME Code, Appendix G, a fracture

mechanics approach can be followed to derive the required temperatures, relative
a

] to RTNDT, f r hydrotest and for normal operation. To do so, the size of postu-
| lated defect must be chosen. The Code recommends a 1/4 T flaw for beltline cal-

) culations, but does not specify a depth for flaws at discontinuities. It
'i recognizes that the assumed size for a nozzle region may be a fraction of that

used for the beltline flaw and that justification for the difference must be
i made. The requirements given above--RTNDT + 90 for hydrotest and RTNDT + 120 for
; normal operation--is consistent with ASME Code, Appendix G, procedures and
i margins of safety and a postulated crack 0.6 in, deep by 3.6 in. long. This

! is approximately a 0.1T flaw for typical thicknesses of vessel heads, and is
less than 0.1T for typical shell thicknesses.

| There is some reason to believe that the flange areas are less likely to

j contain undetected large flaws than the beltline. During boltup, the stresses
- in the flange areas are higher than they are when pressurization begins, because

! there is some relaxation of bolt tension when the tensioning device is released
) and also when adjacent bolts are tightened. Thus, if propagation of a flaw is
l imminent, it should occur during boltup and the pop-in should be heard or sensed

by the readings of bolt elongation.
4 ;

.

A different approach to the determination of the required temperature
f

g margin at 0.2 P can be found in the following argument, which is based on thep
i |
:

;
-

,

-
.
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coacept that boltup is analogous to a hydrotest performed at a low temperature,
as far as the flange areas are concerned. The following argument does not rest I

on an assumed value of flaw size.
* When boltup is completed, K for the largest flaw in the flange areas musty

less than K at the boltup temperature. Any flaw larger than the criticalIc ,

size has popped in and arrested at a value of Ky3, which is lower than KIc*
From the discussion given above, K at 0.2P will be essentially unchanged jy p

from that at boltup. Therefore, the basis for the temperature requirement !
,

at 0.2P is that K and also KIR (to be consistent with the principles of
'

p Ic
the ASME Code, Appendix G) should be 2.0 times their values at the boltup i

temperature for normal operation and 1.5 times, for hydrotest and laak tests.

The temperature increment required to double KIR (or to increase it by 1.5)
is a function of the boltup temperature. The value chosen for hydrotest,

RTNDT + 90 F, produces a margin of 1.5 for a boltup temperature of RTNDT + 38 F.
The value chosen for normal operation, RTNDT + 120F, produces a margin of 2.0
for a boltup temperature of RTNDT + 40 F. For lower boltup temperatures, the
margin of safety is greater. For higher boltup temperatures, the margin is less,
but there is compensation in the reduced chance that the flanges would be |

cracked during boltup.
Boltup occurs at temperatures ranging from about 60 F to about 90 F,

depending on the amount of residual heat in the core and on the ambient tempera-
ture. The value of RT f r the material that is highly stressed by boltup

NDT

is typically about 30 F, but in the absence of complete data is often assumed
to be 60 F. Thus, boltup occurs in the range, RT to RTNDT + 60'F. ASME Code

NDT

rules limit the temperature to RTNDT, minimum. The limit was lowered in 1977

from RTNDT + 60 F to RTNDT, f r reasons of efficiency of operations and comfort
of personnel doing the boltup.

The pressure, 0.2 P , above which the temperature requirements apply wasp

chosen for operational reasons, and is consistent with ASME Code rules. With

present practice, 0.2P is about 310 psig for BWRs and 625 psig for PWRs. Pumpp j

heat is used to warm the system, but in a PWR plant the pumps cannot be run
until there is sufficient pressure to allow pump seals and bearings to function
properly. That pressure is about 300-400 psig. In BWR plants, the pumps must

'

run on the static head provided by the difference in elevation (unless the vessel

7 Enclosure 4
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1

is filled with water for a hydrotest). Inadvertent overpressurization is pre- '-

vented by a low pressure set point on a power operated relief valve, for PWRs,
and by the large vapor space in the reactor vessel, for BWRs.

The margin of safety is not impaired in the pressure range 0-to-0.2 P ,p

because stress at the flange regions increases very little, if at all. The i
1

membrane stress increases only 5 ksi, and there is a reduction in bending stress |

as the pressure rises, hence the surface stress remains nearly constant.
Finally, it is necessary to explain why Branch Position MTEB 5-2 (which

has a 50 F increment) is no longer considered adequate. The 50 degree increment j
was felt to provide a sufficient increase in K to account for the increased jIR

|stress at regions of structural discontinuity. However, since the Branch

Position was written (Nov. 1975), the ASME Code allowable boltup temperature

has been reduced from RTNDT + 60*F to RTNDT.
At lower temperatures, the slope

of the K curve is flatter, i.e., the increment of temperature required to
IR

increase K by a given factor is greater. Also, there is now more awareness
IR

of high stress levels at the closure flange regions, partly as a result of
publication of work done for the ASME Section XI Working Grou; on Flaw |
Evaluation.* |

|

APPENDIX G, PARAGRAPH IV.A.4, Comments 2-1, 4-3 and 13-2

Commenters questioned the meaning of "RT " in this paragraph. Does it apply
NDT

to the reactor coolant pressure boundary or only to the reactor vessel? Does j

it aaply to all areas of the reactor vessel or only to the beltline? And can
it be applied throughout the lifetime of the vessel?

Response To clarify the meaning of paragraph IV.A.4, it has been revised to
reac as follows:

If there is no fuel in the reactor during system hydrostatic pressure
tests or leak tests, the minimum permissible test temperature shall
be 60 F above (33 C above) the adjusted reference temperature of the
reactor vessel material in tne region that is controlling, following para- ;

graph IV.A.2. |

* Flaw Evaluation Procedures, EPRI NP-719-SR Special Report, August 1978, Pre-
pared by ASME Section XI Working Group on Flaw Evaluation. Edited by T. U.
Marston, Nuclear Power Division, EPRI.

/
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4 APPENDIX G, PARAGRAPH V.B. Comment 1-2.

Comment 1-2 asked for clarification or deletion of the sentence: "These

predictions shall be made for the radiation condition at the tip of the assumed
flaw at its deepest part."

Response The sentence in question has been revised to read as follows: "These

predictions shall be made for the radiation conditions at the critical location
on the crack front of the assumed flaw.u2

In analyses that follow Appendix G of the ASME Code, the assumed flaw is a
"k T" flaw (flaw depth equal to one fourth of the wall thickness). In many

cases, but not always, the critical location is on the inside surface of the
reactor vessel beltline, and the radiation conditions to be used in predicting
damage are those at the T position. However, during heatup when thermal

stresses are significant, the critical flaw may on the outside surface (the 3/4 T
position). Or, the assumed flaw may not always be a \ T flaw. Or, if the stress

gradient is large, the critical position along the crack front of a semielliptical
surface crack may be near the surface, not at the deepest point. The wording

was changed to reflect these possibilities, and footnote 2 was added to explain
when the requirement refers to the T (or 3/4 T) location.

'

APPENDIX G, PARAGRAPH V.C. Comments 4-2 and 9-3

Commenters noted that the inspection interval is not specified, and urge that
the interval given by Section XI of the ASME Code should be regarded as sufficient.

Response The purpose of paragraph V.C.1. is to make it clear that the Section
XI inspection may not be adequate, either as to timing or to quality level,
and the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, may require an examina-
tion to fit the circumstances of a specific case.

.

"For example in analyses that follow Appendix G of the ASME Code, the radiation
conditions to be used are those predicted for the material one fourth of the
way through the vessel wall, i.e., at the deepest point on the crack front

of the postulated defect.

9 Enclosure 4
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Comment 9-2 also suggested that paragraph V.C. be revised to require any one
of the three steps called out in paragraphs 1, 2, and 3, not all three. The

commenter stated that paragraph V.C. would require three analyses to be
performed.

Response The analysis called for in paragraph V.C.3 must be based on the best
estimate of flaw size in the material in question, and on the best evidence of

! radiation damage for that material. That is why volumetric examination and
materials testing are specified as necessary additions to the analysis. Perhaps

misunderstanding was caused by the phrase "...and any flaws evaluated according

i to Section XI..." in paragraph V.C.1. The phrase was intended to mean only

| that any indication found in the volumetric examination was to be characterized

| to determine the size, shape, orientation, location and nature of the flaw that
l produced the indication. The analysis of margin of safety for continued opera-

tion will not necessarily follow Section XI guidelines for flaw evaluation.

| To clear up the meaning, the word " evaluated" was changed to read " characterized"
j in the final rule.

|
APPENDIX H, PARAGRAPH II.A. Comments 1-3 and 13-4

Commenters called attention to a typographical error in the Federal Register.
The parenthetical note, (E)1MeV) had read (E(1MeV). A correction was published
in the Federal Register, page 77450.

APPENDIX H, PARAGRAPH II.B. Comment 7-3
i

Comment 7-3 objected to the requirements for number of capsules and withdrawal ,

schedule that are given in Table 1 in ASTM E 185-79, which is incorporated by
reference in Appendix H. For some BWRs, 4 surveillance capsules would be i

i required instead of 3, the number required by Appendix H prior to these amend-
ments. The change results from the fact that the breakpoint between 3 and 4 j

! capsules is now given (in E 185-79) as a predicted Charpy shift of 100 F for the '

fluence condition at the vessel inside surface. Previously the criterion was
not explicit, and it was interpreted to mean the fluence condition at the \ T
position. Commenter argued that the fourth capsule adds cost and design hardship.

10 Enclosure 4 I
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Response No change has been made in the regulation, for the following reasons.
Hardship and extra cost of providing an extra capsule are neither large nor

; imminent. The rule applies only to vessels purchased to editions and addenda
of the ASME Code issued after July 1979. Thus, it affects no plants now under

,

construction. To effect a change in the requirements would mean that E 185-79

would have to be endorsed with an exception. The language of the exception
? ~

would be somewhat involved, because the rules for number of capsules appear in-

the text and also in Table 1 of E 185-79. If the breakpoint between 3 or 4
i

l capsules was changed, other changes would also be required. Continued use of

i the existing rules as given in Appendix H prior to these amendments is not
acceptable, because the existing rules do not reflect our present judgment.

:
APPENDIX H, PARAGRAPH II.B.1 Comment 13-5

Commer.t 13-5, as explained by telephone conversations with the authors, was a
resuit of lack of clarity in the effectivity requirements.

Response Paragraph II.B.1 has been reworded to clarify the requirenents, par-
ticularly for the case of a capsule withdrawal between July 1979, when E 185-79
became effective, and the effective date of this revision of Appendices G and H.
As revised, it reads as follows:

1. That part of the surveillance program conducted prior to the first capsule
withdrawal shall meet the requirements of the edition of ASTM E 185 that
is current on the issue date of the ASME Code to which the reactor vessel
was purchased. Later editions of ASTM E 185 may be used, but including
only those editions through 1982. For each capsule withdrawal after
(insert the effective date of this rule), the test procedures and report-

ing requirements shall meet the requirements of ASTM E 185-82 to the
extent practical for the configuration of the specimens in the capsule.

For each capsule withdrawal prior to (insert the effective date of this
rule), either the 1973, the 1979, or the 1982 edition of ASTM E 185
may be used.

11 Enclosure 4
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APPENDIX H, PARAGRAPH II.B.3 Comment 1-4 I'

- j

Comment 1-4 asked that a sentence be added to make it clear that the withdrawal
schedule may be modified to coincide with refueling outages.

Response ASTM 185-79, which is incorporated by reference in Appendix H, !

contains the desired statement in paragraph 7.6.3.4: " Schedule the capsule

withdrawals at the nearest vessel refueling date."
1

APPENDIX H, PARAGRAPHS III A AND III C

Comments 1-5, 3-2, 3-3, 4-4, 6-1, 6-2, 8-1, 10-1 and 11-1

|

Commenters suggested changes in the reporting requirements, especially the I

schedule. Several commenters (1-5, 3-1, 6-1 and 11-1) asked that the 30 day |

notice in advance of capsule withdrawal be deleted as unnecessary, because
paragraph II.B.3. requires that the capsule withdrawal schedule be submitted
for approval. Several commenters (1-5, 3-2, 4-4, 8-1, and 10-1) also asked
for changes in the 90 day interval between completion of testing and submittal ]
of the report to the NRC. Comment 10-1 suggested the addition of some flexi-
bility for cases where there is good reason to take more time for evaluation ;

of data. Comments 3-3 and 6-2 suggested that approval by the Director of )
NRR is not needed for the surveillance report, but only for the changes in )
pressure-temperature limits and any changes in operating procedures that are
to be put in the Technical Specifications. Finally, Comment 6-2 suggested:

"The proposed paragraph III C of Appendix H states that revised operat-
ing pressure-temperature limits and changes to operating procedures

1

required to meet the revised limits must be submitted with the repcrt of |
|

test results. It is recommended that these subjects not be addressed in j
the report but that the report should provide the expected date for sub-

mittal of the revised Techical Specifications which should be the proper
Idocument to address these subjects. The schedule for submittal of the

|
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|. revised Technical Specifications should be related to the implementation

|
date for the Technical Specifications and not the submittal of the test
results."

Response In response to the comments, Section III. REPORT OF TESTS RESULTS

is changed tu read as follows:

|
.

A. Each capsule withdrawal and the test results shall be the subject of
a summary technical report to be submitted to the Director, Office
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, as specified in S 50.4(a) of this

| Part, within 1 year after capsule withdrawal, unless an extension
is granted by the Director.

|

B. The report shall include the data required by ASTM E 185, as
required by paragraph III.B.1, and the results of all fracture

toughness tests conducted on the beltline materials in the
irradiated and unirradiated conditions.

|
C. If a change in the Technical Specifications is required, either in

the operating pressure-temperature limits or in the procedures
required to meet the limits, the expected date for submittal of the i

revised Technical Specifications shall be provided with the report.
|

The purpose of the schedule requirements in Paragraph III.A and III.C ,

is to get the findings of the surveillance program reported as early as I

possible. If the results contain some technical surprise, that is all the
more reason to avoid a delay in reporting. The basis for the schedule
requirement was changed from the completion of testing to capsule withdrawal

| because the latter date was more easily defined, and because the purpose is to
get surveillance information early, not to constrain the time spent on one part
of the process. Comment 1-5 had suggested 1 year. After checking a number of
surveillance reports, it appears that 1 year was on the low side of the range,

| but still feasible. When special problems require an extension of time, the
request for extension prior to the end of the 1 year period will provide noti-

| fication of the problem.
|
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DRAFT CONGRESSIONAL LETTER
'

;

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed for the information of the Subcommittee are copies of a Notice of Final
Rulemaking to be published in the Federal Register.

The amendments of 10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of Production and Utili-

zationFacilities," comprise /'ageneralrevisionofAppendixG," Fracture
Toughness Requirements," and Appendix H, " Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance |

Program Requirements," which have undergone only limited revision in over nine.

,

years of use. The purpose of the amendments is to update the requirements of
Appendices G and H to be more consistent with current technology and pertinent i

National Standards. Some of the amendments are intended to clarify the
applicability of these requirements to old and new plants. Two of the amendments

j modify requirements that have proved to be unduly conservative, and a number
of other amendments shorten and simplify these regulations by replacing technical I

detail with references to appropriate National Standards.

|
'

Sincerely,
1

!

Robert B. Minogue, Director 1

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
1

Enclosure: As stated

1

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
"

".

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD. 94 tr -9 P 3 :23

In the Matter of )
) 'r <

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ) Docket No. 50-440-OLA-3
ILLUMINATING COMPANY )

) (Material Withdrawal Schedule)
(Perry Nuclear Power Plant, )

Unit 1) )

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing "NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO
INTERVENORS' MOTION FOR SUMM ARY DISPOSITION" and attachments thereto
in the above-captioned proceeding have been served on the following by deposit in the
United States mail, first class, or as indicated by an asterisk through deposit in the
Nuck.ar Regulatory Commission's internal mail system, this 7th day of March,1994.

Thomas S. Moort, Esq.* Dr. Charles N. Kelber*
Chairman Atomic Safety and Licensing
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Pane!

Board Panel U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Commission Washington, D.C. 20555
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Richard F. Cole * Jay Silberg, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge

Board Panel 2300 N Street, N.W.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Washington, D.C. 20037
Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

Ms. Susan Hiatt Office of the Commission Appellate

8275 Munson Road Adjudication *
Mentor, OH 44060 Mail Stop: 16-G-15 OWFN

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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Office of the Secretary * (2) Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
ATTN: Docketing and Service Panel *

Mail Stop: 16-G-15 OWFN Mail Stop: EW-439
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, DC 20555 Washington, DC 20555

Adjudicatory File (2)*
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Mail Stop: EW-439
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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Sherwin E. Turk
Counsel for the NRC Staff ,
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